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Context— Me & This Zine:

I’m a 30-something queer asexual aromantic dyadic 
non-binary freak of the hyper-educated sort-of Jewish, white 
person variety. I’m aroace. And I like it that way. I don’t do the 
romance / dating thing and I really never have. My life is 
shaped by intense non-normative relationships ( that I do with 
other rainbow freaks ). I hail from a large Canadian city where I 
spend a lot of time hanging out with my best-cat-friend... and 
where I'm very involved in my local ace community.

I've been involved in ace community for most of its 
existence ( because the community didn't really coalesce as a 
community . There are a lot of things about ace discourse that I 
find useful and conceptually very powerful. There are also a lot 
of things about how it plays out that I find intensely frustrating. 
There are a lot of ways that neoliberalism has been working to 
re-shape ace discourse in its image. And that's painful. 

Neoliberalism and homonormativity are big scary words. 
They go along with overwhelmingly big social power structures 
and ideologies and with people being coerced into complying 
with them ( or facing hostility and violence when they don't ). 
This zine explores what those things are and some of the ways 
they're influencing ace discourse... 

I know it's a lot of words, in tedious detail, as I understand
things now, in 2016. Not everyone will agree and that's okay. I 
imagine different people will be interested in different parts. So I
invite you, dear reader, to take from these words what you will.

-- Omnes et Nihil

Content Warnings:

Discussion of heterosexism, cissexism and related systems
of oppression, including intersexism ( & mention of infant genital
mutilation ). Discussion of the broad impact of neoliberalism 
including intersections with poverty, racism and disableism ( & 
brief discussion of the prison industrial complex ). Extended 
discussion of compulsory heterosexuality ( & mention of sex ).

Acknowledgment:

Thanks so much to my intersex friends for tem's feedback
and suggestions especially about intersexism.

Inside back cover

Formatting for “Readability”:

When formatting this zine, I tried to make it as easy as possible
to read— especially for people with different reading

difficulties ( e.g., dyslexia & hyperlexia ):

          ● the paragraphs are as short as possible— 
              unusually short— with obvious paragraph breaks

          ● there is no text is in italics, and there are spaces 
              before and after punctuation marks like
              ( parentheses ) and / slashes /

          ● the font used ( Century Gothic ) is one that people
             with dyslexia apparently find easier to read             
            ( according to the British Dyslexia Association:    
            http://www.bdadyslexia.org.uk/about-dyslexia 
            /further-information/dyslexia-style-guide.html )

          

http://www.bdadyslexia.org.uk/about-dyslexia/further-information/dyslexia-style-guide.html
http://www.bdadyslexia.org.uk/about-dyslexia
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Short-ish Definitions of Complicated Things:

Ace folks / people who identify on the asexual spectrum 
generally experience little or no sexual attraction and / or 
sexual desire. Sometimes it's about not having particular 
attraction or desires ( while maybe or maybe not wanting to 
have sex ); sometimes it's about not wanting to have sex. 
Aceness is complex and includes people in the grey area 
( grey-a's who experience some of those things rarely or only 
sometimes, and including demisexuals who may experience 
sexual attraction but only after forming a close emotional 
connection ). 

Arospec folks / people on the aromantic spectrum 
generally experience little or no romantic attraction and / or 
desire for romantic relationships. Also complex.

Neoliberalism is an economic approach that’s all about 
de-regulating the economy and governments giving up 
responsibility for social services. It increases the gap between 
the rich & poor, and destroys social welfare networks. 

Neoliberalism as an economic framework inextricably 
tied in with social ideology. It is all about “personal 
responsibility” while ignoring larger social structures of power 
and marginalisation, and about holding people personally 
responsible for the consequences of systemic inequalities.

Homonormativity is the ideal of (and the pressure to 
be/become) “mainstream gay” or “respectable queer”. It's the 
social pressure to “assimilate” into heteronormative society 
where social expectations are adjusted only slightly so that:

◦ “same-gender” partners can ( and should ) do what 
heterosexual partners are already expected to do

◦ the heteronormative structure of society ( e.g., 
nuclear families ) remains intact

◦ trans people can exist but only the ones that fit 
neatly into heteronormative society's ideas and 
expectations for women and men

◦ Homonormativity moralises & violently polices people
who are the “not respectable” kind of queer / trans.
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[5] Sonja J. Ellis explains and critiques the idea of “lesbian 
fusion” in Chapter 7: Lesbian Psychology of “The Palgrave 
Handbook of the Psychology of Sexuality and Gender” 
( Edited by Christina Richards & Meg-John Barker; Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2015 ) 
http://www.palgrave.com/us/book/9781137345882

 Compulsory heterosexuality and heterosexual coercion

[6] American Psychological Association's “Resolution on 
Appropriate Affirmative Responses to Sexual Orientation 
Distress and Change Efforts” ( 2009 ):
http://www.apa.org/about/policy/sexual-orientation.aspx

[7] The 140-page “Report of the American Psychological 
Association Task Force on Appropriate Therapeutic Responses 
to Sexual Orientation” ( 2009 ): 
https://www.apa.org/pi/lgbt/resources/therapeutic-
response.pdf 

 Challenging heterosexual coercion

[8]  My blog post “rejecting the “don’t critique desires or 
identities” dance (it’s not about cupioromanticism)” ( March 
10, 2015 ):
http://rotten-zucchinis.tumblr.com/day/2015/03/10   

http://rotten-zucchinis.tumblr.com/day/2015/03/10
https://www.apa.org/pi/lgbt/resources/therapeutic-response.pdf
https://www.apa.org/pi/lgbt/resources/therapeutic-response.pdf
http://www.apa.org/about/policy/sexual-orientation.aspx
http://www.palgrave.com/us/book/9781137345882
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5) The false binary of “involuntary / unchangeable / authentic” 
vs. “chosen / changeable / inauthentic”

 Attractions & desires as shaped and created by society.

[1] Defining “Compulsory Heterosexuality:
 Wikipedia's article “Compulsory Heterosexuality”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Compulsory_heterosexuality 

 Adrienne Rich's original essay “Compulsory 
Heterosexaulity and Lesbian Existence” in Signs ( volume 
5, issue 4— Women: sex & sexuality, pp. 631-660, summer 
1980 ) 

http://www.transasdocorpo.org.br/uploads/ed00a77290ee205
d3d0f16a97cf54628.pdf 

[2] Wikipedia's article “History of Sexuality” [ an overview of 
Foucault's 3-volume book ( series ) “History of Sexuality” ]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_History_of_Sexuality

[3] Explanations of racist, Eurocentric standards of beauty:
 Beauty Redefined's article “Beauty Whitewashed: How 

White Ideals Exclude Women of Color” ( Feb. 1, 2011 ):
http://www.beautyredefined.net/beauty-whitewashed-how-
white-ideals-exclude-women-of-color/ 

 Susan Smith Ross's “Black is Beautiful” 50-year 
Anniversary: A Movement that went Viral Before Digital 
Technology” ( March 1, 2012 ):

https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/soulive-
susan/7eYcIsjBkIs [ archive of the article which was originally 
posted on a now-expired website ]

[4] Blogger “Homojabi” explaining expectations of 
heterosexuality as unsatisfying for women, as part of 
compulsory heterosexuality ( April 8, 2016 ):

http://homojabi.tumblr.com/post/142487029937/the-
amount-of-lesbians-who-know-that-theyre
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Intro 

Neoliberalism is an economic approach that’s all about 
de-regulating the economy and governments giving up 
responsibility for social services. Neoliberalism as an economic 
framework inextricably tied in with social ideology. It is all about 
“personal responsibility” while ignoring larger social structures of 
power and marginalisation, and about holding people 
personally responsible for the consequences of systemic 
inequalities.

Ace ( and non-ace arospec ) community discourse has 
really strong ties to neoliberal sexual orientation identity politics (
Part 4 ). ( This is not news. ) The neoliberalism of ace discourse 
has a lot of consequences.

Neoliberal sexual orientation identity politics ( Part 2 ) are
framed around the binaries of sexual orientation identity and 
same-gender attraction & desire as:

 “involuntary” ( vs. “chosen” ) and therefore

 “innocent” and “deserving of protection against 
hostility” ( vs. “morally deficient” an “to blame for any 
hostility that it provokes” )

Over the past year, I’ve increasingly seen a lot of ace-
focused and ace-adjacent discussions that centre on the 
importance of certain desires or experiences being inborn ( in 
opposition to them being chosen ), mirroring the long-standing 
focus in broader conversations about LGBQ+ and T+ civil and 
human rights. 

As I'll discuss, neoliberalism is the driving force framing 
sexual orientation-type identities in terms of universal 
characteristics that everyone has in X flavours, based on X 
types of attraction ( Part 1 ). And also how it’s driving the hyper-
emphasis on constructing asexuality and aromanticism as 
independent & parallel phenomena, even though it doesn’t 
work that way ( Part 3 ).

More generally, neoliberalism sanitises the blurriness of 
human experience by constituting neat, parallel categories of 
personal experience where everyone has to have a value in 
each box ( of either a gender-focused orientation or a 
“none” ). 
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[4] Nat Titman's talk, ibid— part 3: when people were trying to 
collect / identify commonly shared “asexual behaviours” 
( July 8, 2012 ): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=niJ6r1s16RM

[5] AVENwiki article on the Collective Identity Model:

https://www.asexuality.org/wiki/index.php?
title=Collective_identity_model 

[6] David Jay's class paper “A Look at Online Collective Identity 
Formation” ( 2003 )

http://web.archive.org/web/20040712040017/http://www.as
exuality.org/AVENpaper.pdf 

[7]  David Jay's article “Identity is a Tool, Not a Label” ( April 18, 
2016 ):
https://medium.com/@davidgljay/identity-is-a-tool-not-a-
label-10f96c24174a#.kadnfqppb 

 Case study: QP relationships and / not platonic 
attraction: “Attraction-as-basis-for-relationships” norm

[8] Posts about how “aplatonic” is specifically not meant to 
imply that people should use -platonic orientation words 
( apparently unaware that “aplatonic” had been in use for 
about 5 years already ):
 Infographic from blogger “aroacelibrary” ( May, 2015 )

http://arospecawarenessweek.tumblr.com/post/122213880507/
aroacelibrary-i-finally-decided-to-put-together 

 Aromantic Spectrum Awareness Week's post about 
aplatonic not being a queer orientation ( June 22, 
2015 ):
http://arospecawarenessweek.tumblr.com/post/122213
392172/aplatonic-is-not-meant-to-be-a-queer-
orientation 

[9] kaz's original coining of “homoplatonic” ( Dec. 24, 2010 ): 
http://kaz.dreamwidth.org/238564.html?thread=1342180

http://kaz.dreamwidth.org/238564.html?thread=1342180
http://arospecawarenessweek.tumblr.com/post/122213392172/aplatonic-is-not-meant-to-be-a-queer-orientation
http://arospecawarenessweek.tumblr.com/post/122213392172/aplatonic-is-not-meant-to-be-a-queer-orientation
http://arospecawarenessweek.tumblr.com/post/122213392172/aplatonic-is-not-meant-to-be-a-queer-orientation
http://arospecawarenessweek.tumblr.com/post/122213880507/aroacelibrary-i-finally-decided-to-put-together
http://arospecawarenessweek.tumblr.com/post/122213880507/aroacelibrary-i-finally-decided-to-put-together
https://medium.com/@davidgljay/identity-is-a-tool-not-a-label-10f96c24174a#.kadnfqppb
https://medium.com/@davidgljay/identity-is-a-tool-not-a-label-10f96c24174a#.kadnfqppb
http://web.archive.org/web/20040712040017/http://www.asexuality.org/AVENpaper.pdf
http://web.archive.org/web/20040712040017/http://www.asexuality.org/AVENpaper.pdf
https://www.asexuality.org/wiki/index.php?title=Collective_identity_model
https://www.asexuality.org/wiki/index.php?title=Collective_identity_model
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=niJ6r1s16RM
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[4] Queenie's post on Concept Awesome “Alloromantics vs. 

aromantics: the great divide” ( Jan. 6, 2014 ):
http://queenieofaces.tumblr.com/post/72445526718/allorom
antics-vs-aromantics-the-great-divide 

[5] Laura ( aka ace-muslim ) writing about how the discourse 
just isn't working or useful “WTF, romantic? In which I try to 
understand romantic attraction and relationships and fail” 
on Asexual Agenda ( Nov. 2, 2014 ):
https://asexualagenda.wordpress.com/2014/11/02/wtf-
romantic-in-which-i-try-to-understand-romantic-attraction-
and-relationships-and-fail/ 

[6] “The 2014 AVEN Community Census: Preliminary Findings” 
Report compiled by Mary Kame Ginoza, Tristan Miller, and 
other members of the AVEN Survey Team ( Nov. 1, 2014 ): 
https://asexualcensus.files.wordpress.com/2014/11/2014cens
uspreliminaryreport.pdf 

4) Ace ( and non-ace arospec ) communities adopting 
mainstream neoliberal sexual orientation identity politics 
approaches ( leading to hyper-specific identity labels 
within the split attraction model ).................................

[1] Andrew Hinderliter's “Asexuality: The History of a Definition” 
on Asexual Explorations ( 2009 ): 
http://www.asexualexplorations.net/home/history_of_definiti
on.html

[2] Nat Titman's talk at the 2012 WorldPride AVEN Conference in
London, England— part 1: where the community started 
( July 8, 2012 ):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kwv-CLgSFNw 

Note: there are no closed captions and the auto captions 
from youtube are not good.

[3] Nat Titman's talk, ibid— part 2: building a community largely 
around people who don't want to have sex ( July 8, 2012 ): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zyEeHaKUA9M
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Large-scale debates on topics of human rights and civil 
rights for LGBQ+ and T people, and the criminalisation of same-
sex sexual acts rely on arguments of the form “X sexuality-or-
gender-related-thing is a choice— a morally wrong choice— 
and therefore it should be changed and not respected” vs. “X 
sexuality-or-gender-related thing is inborn and ( unchangeable 
and ) therefore it should be respected”.

Increasingly I also observe people countering it with the 
“it doesn’t matter whether X inborn or a consequence of 
experience because people and their identities should be 
respected regardless”— creating an option where something is 
not inborn yet still not chosen ( and is therefore real and 
legitimate ). That extends “inborn” to “involuntary” and 
transforms the binary into “involuntary therefore legitimate” vs. 
“voluntary therefore less legitimate.

However, not a lot of people are talking about how the 
“inborn” / “involuntary” vs. “choice” / “voluntary” distinction is a
false binary to begin with...  ( Some people are talking about it, 
but it’s not getting a lot of airtime. ) Note: it’s not a problem 
that people are defending the legitimacy of people who come
to their asexuality or aromanticism as a result of particular 
experiences. And I believe that doing so is very important. The 
problem here is something else.

Things are more complicated than that binary: not 
everything is either inborn / involuntary or “chosen / voluntary”, 
but within a neoliberal framework, there are no other options 
( Parts 5 & 6 ). Some of that is connected with heteropatriarchy
— gendered coercion of compulsory heterosexuality. 

A lot of the complexity has to do with obvious 
neoliberalism’s hyper-focus at the individual level as connected
with personal responsibility. Because under neoliberalism, 
people are supposed to be responsible for their choices ( and 
the consequences of those choices, even if those choices are 
made in a coercive context ), and supposed to be not 
responsible for things when they had no choice. 

I've been having conversations about this— between 
people who are seriously critical of neoliberalism yet still have 
some difficulty connecting some of the dots because neo- 
-liberalism is so spectacularly normalised in my cultural context. 
So I figured spelling it out in tedious detail might be useful.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zyEeHaKUA9M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kwv-CLgSFNw
http://www.asexualexplorations.net/home/history_of_definition.html
http://www.asexualexplorations.net/home/history_of_definition.html
https://asexualcensus.files.wordpress.com/2014/11/2014censuspreliminaryreport.pdf
https://asexualcensus.files.wordpress.com/2014/11/2014censuspreliminaryreport.pdf
https://asexualagenda.wordpress.com/2014/11/02/wtf-romantic-in-which-i-try-to-understand-romantic-attraction-and-relationships-and-fail/
https://asexualagenda.wordpress.com/2014/11/02/wtf-romantic-in-which-i-try-to-understand-romantic-attraction-and-relationships-and-fail/
https://asexualagenda.wordpress.com/2014/11/02/wtf-romantic-in-which-i-try-to-understand-romantic-attraction-and-relationships-and-fail/
http://queenieofaces.tumblr.com/post/72445526718/alloromantics-vs-aromantics-the-great-divide
http://queenieofaces.tumblr.com/post/72445526718/alloromantics-vs-aromantics-the-great-divide
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Where I'm going with this ( after a lot of steps) is that, 
despite the challenge it will pose to neoliberal sexual 
orientation identity politics, we need to hold more space for 
ace identities which are based on a positive political, 
emotional, spiritual, etc., affiliation with ace experience, ace 
community, and other ace people ( Part 7 ). That space, which 
has existed within ace communities for as long as there have 
been aces communities ( Part 4 ), is threatened now by the 
neoliberalism of ace discourse. But it doesn't have to be.

____________________

1) “Sexual Orientation” in ( Neoliberal ) Sexual Orientation 
Identity Politics

Within my social context, “sexual orientation” is a thing 
and everyone is supposed to have one. People acknowledge 
hostility targeting certain sexual orientations— some are okay 
with it and many are not— and people arguing about that 
typically focus on what causes particular sexual orientations. 
That's not a “natural fact” in the sense that history could have 
unfolded differently. It's kind of important to understand how 
and why things got into the shape they're in now.

 Sexual orientation as an inherent characteristic of 
persons ( i.e., the basis of neoliberal sexual orientation 
identity politics )

In standard LGBQ+ identity politics informed by 
neoliberal individualism ( in capitalist societies of British, 
American and other European colonial histories ), sexual 
orientation is an inherent characteristic of people that comes in
a variety of flavours– everyone had a “sexual orientation” box, 
and it can be filled with a number of different things. But 
everyone has a box ( and that box is part of being a person ).

For people who are socially desexualised because of, 
say, disableism or racism, people doing the desexualisation 
might erroneously assume or declare that sexual orientation 
box to be empty– and socially disabled and racialised people 
claiming to have something in that box might be met with 
disableist and/or racist resistance. 
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[16 ctd.]  Perspectives from intersex people about how “cis”

 Hida Viloria & Dana Zzyym's article “How Intersex People
Identify” on the Organization Intersex International, 
United States website ( July 10, 2015 ):

http://oii-usa.org/2719/how-intersex-people-identify/ 

 Dr. Cary Gabriel Costello's article “Cis Gender, Ipso 
Gender” ( June 30, 2015 ):
http://trans-fusion.blogspot.ca/2015_06_01_archive.html

[17] Cat G.'s article “The Rift Between Us—Intersex and Trans    
Discourse” ( Nov. 17, 2015 ):
https://medium.com/gender-2-0/the-rift-between-us-
intersex-and-trans-discourse-62dee7f7a73#.jgtqetrm1 

[18] “Intersex Education” blog explains this line of reasoning in 
response to another ( non-intersex / dyadic ) blogger calling 
people to stop using “dyadic” ( Julu 25, 2016 ):
http://intersex-ed.tumblr.com/post/146465685811/stop-using-
the-term-dyadic 

3) Exploring how neoliberalism plays out on the recognition that
romantic and sexual attraction are not the same thing

 the problem of  “orientation independence”

[1] Blogger Anagori's post “The Limitations of Romantic 
Orientation” ( Jan. 30, 2014 ): 
http://anagnori.tumblr.com/post/75057545570/the-
limitations-of-romantic-orientation

[2] Blogger Effi writing about aces for whom romantic 
orientation does not apply ( May 12, 2013 ):
http://wtfdynamics.tumblr.com/post/50313813201/two-
designs-one-meant-for-the-front-and-one-for 

[3] Trudy's article at Gradient Liar “Asexuality: Rethinking 
Romantic Orientation and Attraction Types As 'Required' 
Identifiers” ( Nov. 8, 2014 ):
http://www.gradientlair.com/post/102076402153/asexuality-
romantic-orientation-attraction-types 

http://www.gradientlair.com/post/102076402153/asexuality-romantic-orientation-attraction-types
http://www.gradientlair.com/post/102076402153/asexuality-romantic-orientation-attraction-types
http://wtfdynamics.tumblr.com/post/50313813201/two-designs-one-meant-for-the-front-and-one-for
http://wtfdynamics.tumblr.com/post/50313813201/two-designs-one-meant-for-the-front-and-one-for
http://anagnori.tumblr.com/post/75057545570/the-limitations-of-romantic-orientation
http://anagnori.tumblr.com/post/75057545570/the-limitations-of-romantic-orientation
http://intersex-ed.tumblr.com/post/146465685811/stop-using-the-term-dyadic
http://intersex-ed.tumblr.com/post/146465685811/stop-using-the-term-dyadic
https://medium.com/gender-2-0/the-rift-between-us-intersex-and-trans-discourse-62dee7f7a73#.jgtqetrm1
https://medium.com/gender-2-0/the-rift-between-us-intersex-and-trans-discourse-62dee7f7a73#.jgtqetrm1
http://trans-fusion.blogspot.ca/2015_06_01_archive.html
http://oii-usa.org/2719/how-intersex-people-identify/
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[13] OK2BME's article “Gender Independent Youth: 

Understanding Gender Independence and Gender Non-
Conformity” [ Kitchener-Waterloo Counselling Services ]
http://ok2bme.ca/resources/parents-educators/gender-
independent-youth/

[14] Further reading about how clinicians treat gender 
independent children:
 Hershel Russell's presentation “Gender Independent 

Children, Teens and Their Families: Developing 
Respectful and Responsive Services Working with 
Children and Youth with Complex Mental Health Needs: 
An Integrated Training Project. Webinar #8” [ Canadian 
Mental Health Association Ontario & Rainbow Health 
Ontario ]( Feb. 2015 ): 
http://complexneeds.ca/wordpress/wp-
content/uploads/2015/02/Webinar-8-Gender-
Independent-Children-FINAL.pdf 

 Kristina Olson & Lily Durwood's article “Are Parents 
Rushing to Turn Their Boys Into Girls?” [ analysis of 
common arguments around the treatment of gender 
non-conforming children ] on Slate ( Jan. 14, 2016 ):

http://www.slate.com/blogs/outward/2016/01/14/what_alarmis
t_articles_about_transgender_children_get_wrong.html?
wpsrc=sh_all_mob_tw_top 

[15]  Lane Silas explains reasons why it's a problem for people to 
talk about wanting to “transition to intersex” or wishing to be 
intersex when someone isn't ( March 3, 2016 ):
http://welkingender.tumblr.com/post/140425189437/ok-
serious-question-please-dont-get-angry-how-is 

[16]  Various perspectives from intersex people about how “cis” 
does and does not apply to intersex people and to non-
binary intersex people in particular:
 Kat [ “b0red of b1nary ]'s post “Intersex Awareness Day! 

Are nonbinary intersex people cis? Are they trans? 
What’s the deal?” ( Oct. 26, 2015 ):

http://blog.kat.mxandry.net/post/131948406586/intersex-
awareness-day-are-nonbinary-intersex 
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But the presumed “emptiness” of that box is part of 
denying that person’s full humanity… because in this 
framework, all complete people have this box, so if it’s empty, 
you’re not a full person. And that’s the whole point of such 
desexualisation-as-denial-of-personhood. Every person has a 
box ( and if you don't have a box, you're not a person ).

Not that long ago, the landscape was different– there 
was a diversity of experiences, but people were not all thought 
to have “sexual orientations”. The idea that people have a 
natural characteristic of sexual orientation that comes in 
different varieties ( like blood type ) is very new– and the shift 
happened because the shape of society shifted. 

And attractions led to actions and relationships that 
were increasingly in conflict with the power of the state and the
violence of its disciplinary power. Basically, the creation of 
“sexual orientation” was a by-product of a struggle and 
resistance against state-sponsored violence ( and the violence 
of medical pathologisation ).

That history includes the history of heterosexuality. 
Heterosexuality was actually invented in defence of 
“homosexuality” in the context of the European traditions of 
sexology and the sodomy laws heightened as a reaction to 
social changes inspired by the Industrial Revolution ). 

It's not that nobody ever experienced hetero attractions 
or desires or did hetero relationships before the creation of 
heterosexuality. But the shape of the ideological landscape 
was so different that “heterosexuality” per se wasn't “a thing”. 
There was just the way people were, and then there were some
people who were “abnormal” who were named and 
categorised as having some pathology. But it wasn't like 
everyone had a sexual orientation and some were the 
“normal” way and others were the “weird” way. The very idea 
of “sexual orientation didn't happen until much later. 

The term “sexual orientation” didn’t even exist until the 
1930s ( and the words didn’t take on its current meaning until a 
couple decades later, when the concept itself solidified. ) 
There's a complex history, but the point is that homosexuality 
came first, then heterosexuality was created ( in the context of 
what might be thought of as “gay rights activism” ), then sexual 
orientation happened [1].

http://blog.kat.mxandry.net/post/131948406586/intersex-awareness-day-are-nonbinary-intersex
http://blog.kat.mxandry.net/post/131948406586/intersex-awareness-day-are-nonbinary-intersex
http://welkingender.tumblr.com/post/140425189437/ok-serious-question-please-dont-get-angry-how-is
http://welkingender.tumblr.com/post/140425189437/ok-serious-question-please-dont-get-angry-how-is
http://www.slate.com/blogs/outward/2016/01/14/what_alarmist_articles_about_transgender_children_get_wrong.html?wpsrc=sh_all_mob_tw_top
http://www.slate.com/blogs/outward/2016/01/14/what_alarmist_articles_about_transgender_children_get_wrong.html?wpsrc=sh_all_mob_tw_top
http://www.slate.com/blogs/outward/2016/01/14/what_alarmist_articles_about_transgender_children_get_wrong.html?wpsrc=sh_all_mob_tw_top
http://complexneeds.ca/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Webinar-8-Gender-Independent-Children-FINAL.pdf
http://complexneeds.ca/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Webinar-8-Gender-Independent-Children-FINAL.pdf
http://complexneeds.ca/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Webinar-8-Gender-Independent-Children-FINAL.pdf
http://ok2bme.ca/resources/parents-educators/gender-independent-youth/
http://ok2bme.ca/resources/parents-educators/gender-independent-youth/
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Part of that history involves the separation of gender 
from sexual orientation and the construction of those as two 
independent, distinct characteristics of people. This was done 
initially sexologically, and then later via LGBQ+ communit( ies ) 
through a process of LGB people distancing themselves from 
the T– mostly trans women– in the context of things like 
Stonewall. But that’s another story for another day…

There’s a lot to be said for having the construction of 
“sexual orientation” in amatonormative societies structured 
around nuclear families via monogamous, individually-chosen 
marriage-based-in-love, because those are contexts where 
state-conferred privileges follow lines of these significant “love” 
relationships ( presumed-to-be-sexual ). And when they don’t, 
it’s because the state does not recognise these relationships as 
“legitimate” ( e.g., jurisdictions that do not have same-sex 
marriage ).

Amatonormativity is the normative prioritising / valuing of
romantic relationships above other kinds of relationships. It's the 
social force treating romance as intrinsically superior to, or more
intimate, important, worthwhile than other kinds of relationships.

Amatonormativity includes the idea that all people want
( or should want ) to form romantic ( often but not necessarily 
monogamous and / or sexual ) partner relationships and that 
these should be central to their lives... and that without them, 
people are destined to be lonely or have empty, unfulfilling 
lives.

Sexual orientation is tied to state recognition and 
property rights, etc., because for the most part people do 
actually build their personal lives and families around 
relationships that are relevant to their sexual orientations: sexual
orientations, for the most part, guide the type ( i.e., gender ) of 
person that people are likely to choose to build their own 
nuclear families around ( and some gender choices are 
considered “more legitimate” than others ). 

In this way, sexual attraction is social relevant insofar as it
is connected to how people are inclined to do significant ( and
state-sponsored ) relationships and interface with state-
sponsored rights and prohibitions.
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[8] Candace Smith's article “Neoliberalism and Individualism: 

Ego leads to Interpersonal Violence?” on Sociological Lense  
( Dec. 4, 2012 ):
https://thesocietypages.org/sociologylens/2012/12/04/neolib
eralism-and-individualism-ego-leads-to-interpersonal-
violence/

 Homonormativity: a consequence of neoliberal morality

[9] American Psychiatric Association's “Gender Dysphoria” 
Factsheet ( 2013 ):
http://www.dsm5.org/documents/gender%20dysphoria
%20fact%20sheet.pdf 

[10] SJWiki article on “Truscum”:
http://sjwiki.org/wiki/Truscum#.V5KcBvmAOkp 

[11] Wikipedia article on “Gender Dysphoria”: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gender_dysphoria

[12] Further reading about social determinants of illness:
 Jan Henderson's “On healthism, the social determinants 

of health, conformity, & embracing the abnormal: (3) 
Connections” on The Health Culture ( July 18, 2012 ): 
http://www.thehealthculture.com/2012/07/on-
healthism-the-social-determinants-of-health-conformity-
embracing-the-abnormal-3-connections/ 

 Dennis Raphael's article “Addressing the Social 
Determinants of Health in Canada: Bridging the Gap 
Between Research Findings and Public Policy” on Policy 
Options ( March 1, 2013 ): 
http://policyoptions.irpp.org/magazines/bank-
mergers/addressing-the-social-determinants-of-health-in-
canada-bridging-the-gap-between-research-findings-
and-public-policy/ [ Canada ]

 World Health Organization Secretariat on the 
Commission on Social Determinants of Health's “Action 
on the Social Determinants of Health: Learning From 
Previous Experiences” ( March, 2005 ) [ see page 18 ]: 

http://www.who.int/social_determinants/resources/action_sd.p
df 

http://www.who.int/social_determinants/resources/action_sd.pdf
http://www.who.int/social_determinants/resources/action_sd.pdf
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http://policyoptions.irpp.org/magazines/bank-mergers/addressing-the-social-determinants-of-health-in-canada-bridging-the-gap-between-research-findings-and-public-policy/
http://www.thehealthculture.com/2012/07/on-healthism-the-social-determinants-of-health-conformity-embracing-the-abnormal-3-connections/
http://www.thehealthculture.com/2012/07/on-healthism-the-social-determinants-of-health-conformity-embracing-the-abnormal-3-connections/
http://www.thehealthculture.com/2012/07/on-healthism-the-social-determinants-of-health-conformity-embracing-the-abnormal-3-connections/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gender_dysphoria
http://sjwiki.org/wiki/Truscum#.V5KcBvmAOkp
http://www.dsm5.org/documents/gender%20dysphoria%20fact%20sheet.pdf
http://www.dsm5.org/documents/gender%20dysphoria%20fact%20sheet.pdf
https://thesocietypages.org/sociologylens/2012/12/04/neoliberalism-and-individualism-ego-leads-to-interpersonal-violence/
https://thesocietypages.org/sociologylens/2012/12/04/neoliberalism-and-individualism-ego-leads-to-interpersonal-violence/
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[2] Blogger “thepuntydebates” post “The Four Logics of 

Neoliberalism ( Oct. 19, 2016 ): 
https://theputneydebates.wordpress.com/2011/10/19/the-
four-logics-of-neoliberalism/ 

[3] Blogger “thepuntydebates” post “Individual Responsibility in 
a Neoliberal World”( Oct. 21, 2011 ): 
https://theputneydebates.wordpress.com/2011/10/21/individ
ual-responsibility-in-a-neoliberal-world/ 

[4]  Radical Art Initiative's “Neoliberal Capitalism Destroying 
Society” ( Nov. 30, 2012 ):
http://radicalartinitiative.com/?p=337

[5] Wikipedia article on the “Prison-industrial Complex”:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prison-industrial_complex 

[6] Further reading about the mass incarceration of racialised 
and/or poor people: 

 Angela Davis' article “Masked Racism: Reflections on 
the Prison Industrial Complex. ( From Special Section: 
Prison Industrial Complex )” on Colourlines ( Sept. 10, 
1998 ):

http://www.colorlines.com/articles/masked-racism-reflections-
prison-industrial-complex  [ USA ]

 Political Research Associates “Fact Sheet: Poverty and 
the Criminal Justice System” ( 2005 ):
http://www.publiceye.org/defendingjustice/pdfs/facts
heets/11-Fact%20Sheet%20-%20Poverty.pdf [ USA ]

 Ontario Women's Justice Network's “Women living in 
poverty and criminalization” ( 2008 ):
http://owjn.org/owjn_2009/women-like-
me/criminalized-women/290-women-living-in-poverty-
and-criminalization [ Canada ]

[7] For an analysis of how this system works, see the post by 
Rachel Herzing ( at Critical Resistance ) “What is the Prison 
Industrial Complex”:
http://www.publiceye.org/defendingjustice/overview/herzin
g_pic.html
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The point is that this sexual orientation is a thing for all 
people framework ( which exists as a framework in certain 
social contexts ) exists in the first place because sexual 
orientation and its associated outcomes ( i.e., via significant 
relationships ) are socially relevant ( in those certain social 
contexts ). 

Sexual orientation via particular relationships ( and 
sometimes via particular acts in those relationships ) is tied to 
things like state recognition and rights, structural and systemic 
heterosexism and homophobic violence, etc., and how people
build their social lives and families.

Sexual orientation isn’t ( and didn’t become ) a major 
thing because people have personal, individual experiences of 
feeling sexual attraction and having sexual desires for other 
people. It’s a thing because ( based on those feelings ), people
do things like form relationships and interact with systems of 
power and oppression. It’s a thing because it’s intimately tied 
up with people’s lived, material realities.

But with the rise of neoliberal individualism in a 
consumer-based capitalist economy selling desire and pleasure
as commodities, sexual orientation identity politics in particular 
now focus overwhelmingly on individual experiences of feeling 
sexual attraction and having sexual desires and sexual pleasure
in their own right. As a consequence, there was a shift toward 
“identity politics” throughout the 80s and 90s– toward focusing 
on who people are ( i.e., the individual level of analysis ) rather 
than how people interact with each other and / within systems 
( i.e. a societal-level of analysis ). With this shift, there’s an 
increasingly pronounced emphasis on gaining mainstream 
recognition, representation and acceptance, and state-
conferred “rights”, rather than working toward a fundamental 
re-structuring of society.

The story is a bit more complicated than that of course. 
Since the early-mid twentieth century emergence of “sexual 
orientation” some of the politics have always been about 
assimilation, while other politics have been more harshly 
revolutionary and that split continues to this day. And some of 
the pre-homonormative “gay” ( and lesbian ) struggles were 
very much violent struggles well into the 90s, for example 
around HIV/AIDS and physical violence from strangers and 
police. 

http://www.publiceye.org/defendingjustice/overview/herzing_pic.html
http://www.publiceye.org/defendingjustice/overview/herzing_pic.html
http://owjn.org/owjn_2009/women-like-me/criminalized-women/290-women-living-in-poverty-and-criminalization
http://owjn.org/owjn_2009/women-like-me/criminalized-women/290-women-living-in-poverty-and-criminalization
http://owjn.org/owjn_2009/women-like-me/criminalized-women/290-women-living-in-poverty-and-criminalization
http://www.publiceye.org/defendingjustice/pdfs/factsheets/11-Fact%20Sheet%20-%20Poverty.pdf
http://www.publiceye.org/defendingjustice/pdfs/factsheets/11-Fact%20Sheet%20-%20Poverty.pdf
http://www.colorlines.com/articles/masked-racism-reflections-prison-industrial-complex
http://www.colorlines.com/articles/masked-racism-reflections-prison-industrial-complex
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prison-industrial_complex
http://radicalartinitiative.com/?p=337
https://theputneydebates.wordpress.com/2011/10/21/individual-responsibility-in-a-neoliberal-world/
https://theputneydebates.wordpress.com/2011/10/21/individual-responsibility-in-a-neoliberal-world/
https://theputneydebates.wordpress.com/2011/10/19/the-four-logics-of-neoliberalism/
https://theputneydebates.wordpress.com/2011/10/19/the-four-logics-of-neoliberalism/
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These struggles haven’t disappeared, but now that there
is a homonormative “mainstream gay”, The Big Issues in 
“LGBTQ+ politics tend to be other things, like marriage equality 
& human rights legislation. Of course, the homonormative way 
isn’t the only way– but there *is* now a homonormative way.

To be clear, homonormativity is the ideal of (and the 
pressure to be/become/remain) “mainstream gay” or 
“mainstream queer”: fitting into heteronormative society and 
institutions (like marriage and nuclear families ). It's the social 
pressure to “assimilate” into heteronormative society where 
social expectations are adjusted only slightly so that “same-
gender” partners can (and are expected to) do what 
heterosexual partners are already expected to do... and where
the heteronormative structure of society remains intact. 

Homonormativity even allows for some trans people to 
exist (i.e., it gives some space for women or men who weren't 
assigned those genders at birth) as long as such people, after 
some kind of time-limited transition, fit neatly into 
heteronormative society's ideas of what women or men are 
supposed to be. 

Moreover, under homonormativity, “respectable” 
intersex people are those who accept ( or have their parents 
accept ) “normalising surgery” and hormones to bring their 
bodies in line with heterosexist and cissexist ideals. Intersex 
children are supposed to grow up to be cisgender people, fully 
able to participate “properly” in heterosexuality ( which means 
being able to participate in penetrative intercourse ), even if it 
means treating intersex women as sex objects for ( cis ) men.

Homonormativity is against fundamentally restructuring 
society to overthrow heteronormative institutions, and it 
moralises ( and violently polices ) people who are the “not 
respectable” kind of queer/trans ( i.e., people who can't or 
won't assimilate into heteronormative society, or who are 
challenging it, getting in its way, working to tear it down 
or/and/through building viable alternatives ).

In that sense, this identity politic framework limits the 
radical potential of politicised sexual orientation, by making it 
about who we are and what we feel, rather than what we do, 
whom we do it with and the violence of colliding with structures
of oppression and violence. 
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[6] Jon Schuppe's “Georgia Governor to Veto 'Religious 
Freedom' Law as N.C. Is Sued for LGBT Bias” ( March 28, 
2016 )

http://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/georgia-governor-
veto-religious-freedom-law-n-c-sued-lgbt-n546636 

[7] Tessa Stuart's “17 Anti-Trans Bills That Could Become Law Next” 
( March 28, 2016 )

http://www.rollingstone.com/politics/news/17-anti-trans-bills-
that-could-become-law-next-20160328?page=2 

[8] Mississippi Legislature: HOUSE BILL NO. 1523, approved by the
Governor on April 5, 2016; effective July 1, 2016 ( quotation 
from section 2 c), lines 22-24 )
Text of the bill:

http://billstatus.ls.state.ms.us/documents/2016/pdf/HB/1500-
1599/HB1523PS.pdf 

History of the bill:

http://billstatus.ls.state.ms.us/2016/pdf/history/HB/HB1523.xml

2) Neoliberalism's emphasis on decontextualised “personal 
responsibility” as an organising principle for LGBTQ+ 
rights and social validity

 re: neoliberalism & “personal responsibility”

[1] Explanations of Neoliberalism:
 David Harvey's book “A Brief History of Neoliberalism” 

(Oxford University Press: New York, 2005 ) has a lot of 
information and is available online in its entirely:
https://www.sok.bz/web/media/video/ABriefHistoryNeoli
beralism.pdf 

 Martin Eigenberger  has a video with a balloon 
metaphor for explaining neoliberalism generally
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XIUWZnnHz2g
Note that the closed captions are *not* good. 
Also be advised that many of the comments on the 
video are terrible; content warning for misogyny, etc. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XIUWZnnHz2g
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Endnotes— Sources for Further Reading and Examples

1) “Sexual Orientation” in ( Neoliberal ) Sexual Orientation 
Identity Politics

 Sexual orientation as an inherent characteristic of 
persons ( i.e., the basis of neoliberal sexual orientation 
identity politics )

[1] Jonathan Katz’s book “The Invention of Heterosexuality” 
(New York: Dutton, 1995 ) is a pretty easy-to-read overview of
some of the history of “sexual orientation” in that sense stuff.

 The “born this way” vs. “chosen” framing of recent 
( neoliberal ) sexual orientation identity politics

[2] Faith Karimi & Nick Thompson's “CNN “Uganda's President 
Museveni signs controversial anti-gay bill into law” ( Feb. 25, 
2014 )
http://www.cnn.com/2014/02/24/world/africa/uganda-anti-
gay-bill/

[3] Michael Balter's “Science Misued to Justify Ugandan Antigay
Law” in Science ( Vol. 323, Issue 6174, p. 956— Feb. 28, 2014 )
http://science.sciencemag.org/content/343/6174/956.summ
ary

[4] Richard Stone's “Ugandan academy president speaks out 
on antigay law” in Science Mag ( Aug. 12, 2014 ):

http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2014/08/ugandan-
academy-president-speaks-out-antigay-law 

[5] “North Carolina blocks local laws on transgender use of 
bathrooms” in “The Gaurdian” ( March 23, 2016 )

https://www.theguardian.com/society/2016/mar/23/north-
carolina-blocks-local-laws-on-transgender-use-of-bathrooms 
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The “who we are” part is often used as a proxy for other 
stuff ( like how we collide with structures of oppression ), but 
overwhelmingly, that’s kind of secondary and tends not to be 
the organising basis of ( mainstream ) sexual orientation politics.

But the point is, that’s the jumping-off point from which 
“types of attraction” become independent “orientations” and 
identities… and we see that process replicating in ace ( and/or 
arospec ) spaces. Initially with the creation of romantic 
orientation, and then the creation of other orientations…

X type attraction
==> X orientation [ & X identity ]

==> all people must have *something* in X box

( i.e., everyone must have an X orientation and X identity )

… where X might be filled in with romantic, sexual, aesthetic, 
sensual, etc.

Within this context, romantic ( and other orientations ) 
are not only invented and reified, but created as mutually 
independent inherent characteristics that all people have in 
some flavour ( i.e., like blood type ).

There are 2 problems with that:

1. It’s just not going to work for a lot of people, including 
many ( aro )aces. There needs to be some space in the 
theory for amorphous, wonkiness– space for where 
these things are separate, space for where they’re not 
separate, and space for how this does or doesn’t play 
out in significant relationships.

2. It focuses the analysis to the individual level. That’s 
leading to some strange and unfortunate 
consequences ( like the creation of hyper-specific 
micro-identity labels and the changing landscape of 
aro and ace spaces to make those micro identity labels
socially relevant even if it undermines possibilities for 
solidarity… and the general theoretical shift away from 
relationships and toward individual experiences of 
attractions and identities ).

https://www.theguardian.com/society/2016/mar/23/north-carolina-blocks-local-laws-on-transgender-use-of-bathrooms
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2016/mar/23/north-carolina-blocks-local-laws-on-transgender-use-of-bathrooms
http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2014/08/ugandan-academy-president-speaks-out-antigay-law
http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2014/08/ugandan-academy-president-speaks-out-antigay-law
http://science.sciencemag.org/content/343/6174/956.summary
http://science.sciencemag.org/content/343/6174/956.summary
http://www.cnn.com/2014/02/24/world/africa/uganda-anti-gay-bill/
http://www.cnn.com/2014/02/24/world/africa/uganda-anti-gay-bill/
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 The “born this way” vs. “chosen” framing of 
contemporary ( neoliberal ) sexual orientation identity 
politics

This “born this way vs. chosen” framing of ideas is in line 
with mainstream neoliberal identity politics from the context of 
capitalist societies with particular ( recent ) colonial histories 
emphasising ( at least 20th century ) ties to the “Western and/or 
English-speaking world”.

A very explicit example of the “born this way therefore 
acceptable” vs “chosen therefore punishable” framing is when 
Museveni, the President of Uganda, sought out scientists to tell 
him if homosexuality is inborn ( i.e., in this case specifically 
meaning “genetic” ) or learned / chosen [2] so that he could 
decide whether to sign a bill that would further criminalise both 
same-sex sexual contact and support for LGBTQ+ people.

How the politicians ( mis )used the scientists’ claims [3] or 
the last-minute consultation process [4] isn’t the point here. The 
point is that ( regardless of any ulterior political motives ) the 
decision to sign the bill was explicitly justified via the “not inborn 
therefore can be further criminalised” argument. There 
wouldn’t have been a need to frame or justify the decision by 
“this is what follows from science’s answer to the ‘born this 
way?’ question” if that particular framing of ideas didn’t itself 
have so much power.

More recently, we’re also seeing these arguments play 
out somewhat differently, with laws being passed [5], voted-in-
then-vetoed [6] and under consideration in various US states [7] 
that restrict ( among other things ) people to using the 
bathroom associated with their “biological sex” ( which is 
declared to be their sex designated at birth / on the birth 
certificate ).

While it is the spectre of “men in dresses sneaking into 
women’s washrooms to harm women and children” that is 
being used to push this legislation, proponents are clearly 
mindful of the typical “born this way / unchangeable and 
therefore needs support” discursive framework of LGBTQ+ civil 
rights arguments, and have therefore framed their position in 
such a way as to head off those arguments as much as 
possible.
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Sometimes an ace identity is based on a positive 
political, emotional, spiritual, etc., affiliation with ace 
experience, ace community, and other ace people. That can 
be a choice as long as it's an authentic one, ( i.e., the affiliation 
is genuinely experienced ). As long as there has been any kind 
of “asexual community” there have been people who 
identified as asexual not because of some definition or 
experience of attraction, but because “asexual people were 
like them”. But identifying as asexual via political choice 
challenges neoliberal identity politics and the ( problematic, 
heteronormativity-protecting ) basis for ( assimilationist ) support
of LGBQ+ and T people. 

Holding that space is not something that will be easy. But
I do think it's important to do.
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By focusing on “sex at birth” as unchangeable and 
( therefore ) as the characteristic of people that should be 
taken as “valid despite anyone’s protests”, proponents of anti-
trans “bathroom bills” discursively take sides with “born this way 
& therefore valid” construction by turning the argument side- 
-ways and concluding therefore that sex-designated-at-birth is 
what matters & that “chosen gender” can / should be disregar-
-ded ( because it is changeable & therefore not real /  valid ).

Some, e.g., the text of Mississippi's bill [8] go as far as 
defining gender to be someone's sex declared at birth: 
( section 2 c), lines 22-24:

“Male (man) or female (woman) refer to an individual's
immutable biological sex as objectively determined by 
anatomy and genetics at time of birth.”

At the same time, the sanctity of “immutable 
biological sex” that is “objectively determined” at birth 
presupposed a biological sex that is clearly “male” or 
“female” ( and those kinds of arguments routinely only 
acknowledge the existence of 2 sexes ). 

Within this intersexist framework, any bodily 
configuration that cannot easily be “objectively 
determined” to be,  or categorised into, one of those two 
( presumed natural ) sex options is subject to coercive 
manipulation & violence to bring it inline with one of them.

In other words, “sex declared at birth” is only 
considered inherently valid and unchangeable if it 
already fits within the dyadic system the ideology is 
aiming to protect— otherwise it is a “fair target” for 
( typically non-consensual ) attempts to change it. 

And anyone who resists attempts to change their 
own ( or their children's ) “non-normative” bodies are cast,
within this system, as making immoral choices. For intersex 
people, being “born this way” doesn't offer any 
protection because “this way” is outside the realm of 
recognisable ( socially constructed ) “biological truth” 
upon the which the whole system is based.

Note: I wrote this section before the homophobic attack 
in Orlando on June 12th, and I chose not to add in any 
discussion of the complicated and often terrible & 
islamophobic arguments that people have made in response.
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Generally, the “born this way” vs. “chosen” framing of 
sexual orientation in identity politics is the site of a particularly 
critical conflict in social contexts where families and state-
recognition of relationships are organised via “romantic love”. 
For example, when romantic-presumed-sexual love is basis for 
long-term, monogamous relationships, like marriage, which in 
turn organise society and state resources— where this is often 
but not necessarily hetero oriented love, in a context generally 
privileging of hetero love. 

In this context:

 Inborn sexuality or gender identities are equated with 
being unchangeable, valid, real and authentically 
experienced ( and therefore worthy of legal 
protection ).

 Chosen sexuality or gender identities are equated with 
being changeable, not necessarily valid, real or even 
authentically experienced ( and subject to moral 
judgement in ways that justify either the denial of legal 
protection or outright criminalisation ).

____________________

2) Neoliberalism's emphasis on decontextualised “personal 
responsibility” as an organising principle for LGBTQ+ rights and 
social validity.

Neoliberalism is an economic framework inextricably 
tied in with social ideology. It is all about “personal 
responsibility” ( while ignoring larger social structures of power 
and marginalisation ).

 re: neoliberalism & “personal responsibility”

Neoliberalism is an economic approach that’s all about 
de-regulating the economy and governments giving up 
responsibility for social services ( and which has as 
consequences... increasing the gap between the rich and the 
poor or creating a small yet pronounced “upper-class” while 
destroying / eliminating any social welfare network [1].
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There are aces who are asexual ( and not grey-a ) who 
experience sexual attraction that is irrelevant to their 
lives/relationships. There are people whose ace identities are all
mixed together with their other identities and people whose 
ace identities are separate. There are aces whose experiences 
of aceness are tied in with previous and current experiences 
( be that of experiencing violence, disability, racism, and/or 
neurodivergence ). There are aroace lesbians.

At the same time, all of these people face invalidation, 
some with the force of powerful hostility.

Overall, there's still a lot of invalidation attached to 
anything that wasn't “I was born this way” or “Something made 
me this way a long time ago and it can't be changed”. And 
there's really not a lot of space for people who come to 
authentic ace identities actively or voluntarily.

Coming to aceness later in life ( especially when this 
involves an active process ) doesn't fit well in the framework of 
LGBQ+ and T rights, where social acceptance and legal 
protection are justified around “innateness” ( as a basis for 
moral innocence ). Instead, those experiences present a major 
challenge to that framework, and generally to homonormativity
and its protection of heteronormativity.

____________________

7) Wrapping up: holding space in ace community against 
neoliberal assimilationism

One of the ways we can make more space for aces 
who come to ace identities for different reasons is to focus less 
on identity and attractions or desires per se and to focus more 
on relationships and other active dimensions of identity— what 
people do, the ways they are actively involved in their 
experiences, the choices they make interacting with others, 
focusing their attention and energies and navigating their 
social worlds. That's a lot of stuff. And it includes acknowledging
how identities are often about deliberate political affiliations— 
how they declare and express shared ( authentic ) lived 
experiences of people navigating common material realities 
within an oppressive system...
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Largely connected to that, there’s also a huge push to 
interpret *all* people who change their identities that way— as 
a changing of the way people make sense of their experiences
as an identity, but as not reflecting a change of the experience
itself. But by paying attention to people who come to their 
sexual orientation identities ( and gender identities ) later in life 
or after a period of other identities, it becomes clear that 
sometimes experiences actually *do* change. ( And sometimes
those changes are because they've challenged things like 
heteronormativity, learned not to love what hurts them and 
learned to love what's good for them. )

Not everyone “realises” that they’re ace— some people 
*become* ace and/or arospec ( and some of those people 
were heterosexual before then... quite likely heterosexual by 
coercion ). And for some people it's both. I’ve met a number of 
aces who’ve shared these kinds of experiences. These 
experiences are real ( and some of that I know first-hand ).

That applies to other identities too ( e.g., some people 
*become* lesbian after having been *not* lesbian— for 
example after having been heterosexual... quite possibly 
heterosexual by coercion ). I’ve also met a number of lesbians 
who’ve shared these kinds of experiences. And similar things 
apply to various experiences of gender too. Some trans 
people's gender identities were always the way they are. And 
some people's changed.

We do have some space in ace communities for aces 
who have come to aceness later in life— whether that's as a 
consequence of some kind of early or mid-life experience 
( whether that's abuse, illness, critique, experiencing the 
wonders of non-sexual intimacy, etc. ) or because something 
specific changed ( i.e., sexual attraction or sexual desire, etc., 
for any reason ). But it's unfortunately not a lot of space and it 
doesn't mesh well the agendas of presenting “asexuality” as a 
sexual orientation.

We do have a limited amount of space for aces who 
come to ace and related identities for reasons other than “lack 
of sexual attraction” ( though usually from the people coming 
to these identities themselves ). For example, there are certainly
aces claiming ace identities for reasons unrelated to “sexual 
attraction ( i.e., reasons related to sexual desire or sex-
repulsion ). 
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In order to work ( without inspiring some kind of full-
fledged anti-capitalist revolution in response to things like 
increased poverty ), neoliberalism needs *something* to 
placate the people who suffer under it / keep people 
oppressed. 

And that *something* is the spectre of “personal 
responsibility” ( tied with mechanics of criminalisation ) [2] 
where people are considered to be single-handedly 
responsible for their choices and the outcome of those choices,
while no consideration is given to the inequitable and often 
untenable circumstances in which people make those choices 
[3]. It is a “personal responsibility” for making “choices” that are 
not “free” to begin with... and where “social responsibility” is 
nowhere to be found [4].

Under neoliberalism, the US and increasingly Canada 
too have seen ( and are seeing ) the rise of the prison industrial 
complex [5] and the criminalisation of the poor and 
“undeserving” ( and these categories are of course 
spectacularly embedded in racism and disableism ).

This system not only functions through the incarceration 
of almost exclusively poor and/or racialised people [6] as 
“punishment” for failing to “succeed” in a rigged system of 
capitalist exploitation, where many people might be forced to 
“choose” to break laws ( e.g., steal money or goods, perform 
sex work, sell or use drugs, protest the government publicly, 
occupy space without permission from government ) in order to
survive ( especially in the absence of social services, adequate 
healthcare, a liveable minimum wage, food security, etc. )...

But more importantly, the prison industrial complex 
creates a network of “service providers” who profit directly and 
significantly through this mass incarceration ( while draining the 
home communities of people who are sent to prison ) and 
overall functioning to uphold the reign of racist and classist 
social structures [7].

It's not just about prison though. There are also things like 
eroding and slashing disability benefits, privatising social 
services, eroding social welfare benefits, and increasing military 
spending & expansionism.
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In short, neoliberalism sets up an ideological and political

“climate where structural inequalities are converted 
into individual problems. That is, neoliberalism surmises 
that anyone can overcome obstacles if only they work 
hard enough. [... N]eoliberal policies place a moral 
component on success. By insisting that only the 
immoral fail to achieve success, this concept permits 
and even encourages a society to blame the poor for 
their suffering.” ( quoting Candace Smith, 2012 [8] ) 

The way that this plays out in identity politics is 
interesting. People are responsible for their own “success” or 
“failure” ( except of course if there’s clear evidence that 
something is “beyond someone’s control” ).

 The ( im )morality of homophobia & heterosexism under 
neoliberalism

In a neoliberal context, people are personally 
responsible for their “success as people”. In a heterosexist, 
ciscentric society, this translates among other things into being 
heterosexual and cisgender individuals. People are responsible 
for being “successful people”, unless they can’t be because 
they were “born this way” or something otherwise “involuntary 
and immutable”. 

( Then people might not be “successes” as people— 
unless they manage to successfully assimilate into “just-as-
close” moral / consumer categories like white-collar nuclear 
families— but they are not morally deficient “failures” either and
therefore they do not deserve to be punished for their 
deviance from the “successful” norm. ) 

In other words, the homophobia, transphobia and 
transmisogyny that people face is unfair *because* people 
didn’t choose to be “that way”. Being “that way” ( i.e., some 
variety of LGBTQ+ identity-experience ) is not a moral failing 
( because in this system, morality depends on choice and there
is no choice ). And the discrimination and hostility that people 
face is unfair specifically *because* people did nothing to bring
it on themselves— they didn’t choose to be LGBQ+ and/or T+ 
and they couldn’t be otherwise ( but if they had chosen it, then
they might deserve the hostility and marginalisation ).
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Either people have to have rejected the impact of these
things from a very early age, or they're stuck. Or maybe they 
were “wrong” and they never “really” experienced the harmful 
desires or attractions in the first place ( or maybe they weren't 
really serious experiences )... and maybe they always 
experienced the healthy ones and just didn't recognise it.

Even though women's narratives of coming to lesbian 
and bi identities are extremely diverse ( i.e., unlike men's 
narratives which often, though not always, focus on “born this 
way” and “I've known since I was 5” ), there still isn't room to 
take narratives seriously without significant push-back from 
neoliberal sexual orientation identity politic orthodoxy 
restructuring them into 2 possibilities:

1. I was born this way and I've always known

2. I was born this way but I just didn't know it for a long time
( and I was wrong before about my identity )

There isn't a lot of space for people who aren't “born this 
way” ( even though it's actually not that uncommon for 
women, and certainly not unheard of for men and people of 
other genders ). Because, that undermines the basis for human 
rights gains that have been made based on this “born this way 
therefore innocent” vs. “chosen therefore morally deficient” 
ideological-discursive framing.

So in this context, there’s a huge push to interpret 
people who change their identities as “finding out their true 
identities and were never really what they were before”. As I 
see it, one large problem with that is that it’s fundamentally at 
odds with the idea that people are authorities on their own 
experience and that people’s self-proclaimed identities should 
be believed and respected— it strongly promotes the idea that
transitory identities shouldn't be taken seriously ( because only 
the ultimate “true” identity deserves this respect ). 

Within that framework, we can never trust anyone's self-
described identity because they might find out later that they 
were wrong all along ( instead of accepting that the identities 
are real as they are experienced & might be different later on. )
When applied to aceness, we can observe how damaging this 
idea is that people are wrong about their identities— every time
someone invalidates someone's ace identity by suggesting 
they're just too young, or haven't met the right person ( yet ).
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When we learn to love what’s good for us… that love is 
real. ( And it doesn’t take anything away from people who had
that kind of love longer, or who didn’t come to it by learning 
how important it was. )

For women and women-adjacent non-binary people 
( and others too ), the institution of heterosexuality is actively 
harmful. By recognising how heterosexuality hurts them, women
and women-adjacent non-binary people ( and others ) can 
challenge and consequently change the heterosexual-and-
only-heterosexual desires they’ve been coerced into…

It’s not for everyone, but it is for some. ( And it’s also not 
about hating men. ) It is about loving women ( and women-
adjacent non-binary people ). And regardless of how any of us 
came to that love, it is real and it is valuable.

The thing is, this change is a political choice, and an 
active process, but it’s also not “just” a choice: it’s something 
that needs to be experienced very deeply to the point where 
there isn’t really a viable alternative. 

The change can be voluntary and involuntary at the 
same time. ( “Agency” is a funny thing that way and so is 
“choice”. ) And the change might very well be the outcome of 
the process and not the initial or deliberate goal.

The “choice / voluntary” vs. “intrinsic / involuntary” 
binary just doesn’t have space for those kinds of experiences– 
those experiences are outside of it. And regardless of how 
“chosen” the experiences are, they are still authentic.

____________________

6) When experiences and identities change...

When “identities” are tied to desires and attractions ( i.e.,
as is standard practice in neoliberal sexual orientation identity 
politics ), and especially when these things are interpreted as 
unchangeable, then there might be room to recognise that 
unhealthy, oppressive social structures ( e.g., compulsory 
heterosexuality; racist standards of beauty, etc. ) might be 
feeding into these desire and attractions. But there isn't room to 
do anything about it—there isn't room to make and recognise 
changes. 
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In other words, no matter how people feel about same-
gender ( romantic and / or sexual attractions ) or about people
who do not identify with the gender they were assigned at 
birth... When these things are “out of people’s control”, then 
“those people” are “innocent victims” who didn’t *do* 
anything or make any morally deficient choice that would 
justify any hostility or violence targeting their non-hetero sexual 
orientations or their non-cis gender identities. ( e.g., hence 
“love the sinner, hate the sin” Christian discourse often aimed 
toward condemning chosen “homosexual acts” while insisting 
there is no hostility toward “homosexual people” ).

Conversely, within this ideology, if something is within 
people’s control— if people choose to be gay, lesbian, bi, pan, 
etc., or some variety of trans— then they know what they’re 
getting into, they are morally responsible for their choices and 
the consequences of those choices... and they deserve what 
they get: they are not innocent victims.

Moreover, the suffering and injustice is considered worse 
for people who are “innocent victims” than “people who make
a choice” because:

1. if people are choosing to be something, then they could
choose to be otherwise ( i.e., they have an escape )

and

2. if people are *choosing* to be something, they are not 
“really” that thing

 Homonormativity: a consequence of this neoliberal 
morality

Neoliberal sexual orientation identity politics draw on this
moral framework by

a) focusing on same-gender attraction / desire 
( constructed as passive & involuntary experiences ); &

b) tending not to focus on relationships that LGBQ+ people 
do or other active experiences that they have, except 
when this is a focus on how LGBQ+ people *choose* to 
do long-term-monogamous-nuclear-family-relationships-
that-look-just-like-“heterosexual”-marriage-except-that-
they-don’t-neccessarily-have-one-man-&-one-woman. 
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In other words, the focus on relationships ( or other 
active experiences or choices ) tends to emphasise the 
“morally respectable” choice of assimilation. Hence the 
emergence of homonormativity.

Homonormativity is against fundamentally restructuring 
society to overthrow heteronormative institutions, and it 
moralises ( and violently polices ) people who are the “not 
respectable” kind of queer/trans ( i.e., people who can't or 
won't assimilate into heteronormative society, or who are 
challenging it, getting in its way, working to tear it down 
or/and/through building viable alternatives ).

So, within this neoliberal system where people are 
considered to be single-handedly responsible for their choices 
( and the outcome of those choices interfacing with systems of 
marginalisation ) despite lack of consideration for the role of 
social inequities... the project of fighting homophobia and 
heterosexism while keeping the moral high ground means 
reducing the scope of homophobia and heterosexism to forces
that target only involuntary things. The same idea applies to 
transphobia, ciscentrism and transmisogyny.

It also means ignoring, making invisible or drastically 
down-playing all other aspects of homophobia & heterosexism 
( and transphobia, transmisogyny, ciscentrism and intersexism ) 
that act on things people that could maybe change if they 
tried “hard enough”— and which therefore, within neoliberal 
ideology, are aspects of homophobia & heterosexism ( and 
other things like intersexism ) which are somehow “deserved”. In
particular when it comes to intersexism, hostility becomes 
“deserved” when it targets intersex people for existing in bodies 
that are “incorrect” and that they aren't actively complying 
with attempts to “correct” them. That's especially so if intersex 
people resist or even recognise the trauma of attempts made 
to “correct” their bodies, or if they want to change their bodies 
on their own terms.

That's a problem. It's a problem because it accepts that 
homophobia and heterosexism ( and transphobia, 
transmisogyny, ciscentrism & intersexism ) can ever be 
acceptable. And it's especially a problem because violence 
and systemic oppression are always about someone's 
multidimensional lived experience interacting with others and 
navigating an oppressive system. 
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There have been so many woman-focused critiques of 
heterosexuality from many well-known, different perspectives & 
politics ( from Andrea Dworkin to bell hooks )— though not all of
those critiques are from white feminism and/or cis feminism.

My analysis is based on the idea that heterosexuality at 
minimum is potentially harmful to women— I actually believe 
heterosexuality is more pervasively harmful, but to follow my 
argument, it’s only necessary to believe that the 
heteronormative institution of heterosexuality, in a patriarchal 
society, has embedded misogyny. If you don't believe that, this 
analysis isn’t for you.

 Complexity of chosen in/voluntary love

Learning to love what’s good for us and only what’s 
good for us is not simple or straightforward, and sometimes it’s 
easier than others. For example, it can be incredibly difficult to 
stop loving an abusive partner ( and even if that love doesn’t 
go away, it’s possible to re-orient oneself with respect to it, to 
legitimately build a life around other things— there’s someone 
who has hurt me a lot whom I will probably always love but who
is no longer part of my life, and that works. ) 

I’ve known many women who’ve done this and many 
who have not. Victim-blaming isn’t going to do anyone any 
good— there’s no sense blaming anyone for loving someone or
something who hurts them— but that’s not what this idea 
promotes: it offers that learning not to love what hurts us is a 
viable option.

The point is that learning to stop loving something that 
hurts us ( or to restructure one’s life so that thing that hurts us 
isn’t part of things anymore ) is a thing that some people can 
and do accomplish.

Learning to love what’s good for us is another thing 
that’s possible, and can be part of learning to not love what 
hurts us ( or to restructure lives no longer around hurtful things ). 
Learning to love what’s good for us isn’t a necessary outcome 
of learning not to love what hurts us, but it’s definitely a possible 
one ( and from what I’ve observed, a pretty common one ). 
And it's something women have been writing about for 
decades. [ Again, listing sources would fill another zine. ]
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And from a general anti-oppressive position, we 
*expect* people to try working on challenging their racism and 
sexism and any desires or pleasures grounded in those things 
( although challenging these things should obviously not just 
stop there— there’s a lot more to racism and sexism than 
“jokes”... )

Often, the desires / pleasures that are specifically about 
sexual stuff are somehow exempt from the political 
expectations of avoiding harm, as I’ve written about before [8].
This “my desires are my desires and those are untouchable” 
position is a neoliberal lie, often expressed through the “sexual 
desires are natural” mask. 

We have no way to know what we or our experiences 
would be if we lived without this coercive hetero-ing, or any 
other coercions shaping our desires. Arguing that any desires 
are “natural” is a basically conservative position in the literal 
sense that it works to maintain the current power structures.

Anyone who comes to recognise any of their desires as 
harmful can challenge those desires, refuse to engage with 
them, and work on changing them– people will have varying 
degrees of success, but it’s definitely a thing some people can 
and do accomplish.

The other reason why “reparative therapy” is so 
ineffective is that despite all the arguments made by people 
trying to “eliminate homosexuality”, “homosexuality” is not 
actually harmful, though the self-hatred those programs push is 
harmful. On the other hand, for women— and women-
adjacent non-binary people— especially, heterosexuality often 
is harmful.

Note that I’m not really interested in arguing here about 
how or why or whether heterosexuality can be and is harmful 
for women. There's a boring psychological literature regarding 
life-expectancy and health outcomes for women that are 
negatively impacted by heterosexual marriage ( while the 
reverse is true for men ), decades of writing and research about
the overwhelmingly gendered nature of intimate partner 
violence ( the vast majority of which is perpetrated by men 
against the women they are or were involved with in 
heterosexual relationships ). [ I'm not listing sources because 
that would fill an entire other zine, but they're there if you look. ]
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In other words, this neoliberal emphasis on attraction ( or 
in terms of gender identity, involuntary internal “identity” ) 
functionally erases how homophobia and heterosexism and 
other systems of violence are never just about about what goes
on inside someone's head/body. It erases how they are actually
very much about people's lived realities as they move through 
the world of other people and social institutions & expectations.

The framing of homophobia and heterosexism as 
oppressions that specifically target ( and only target ) “same-
gender attraction” is a neoliberal lie that promotes 
homonormativity and ultimately protects large-scale 
heteronormativity and the power of its institutions. 

And part of that includes throwing under hetero- 
-normativity's proverbial bus all the people who won't or can't 
assimilate, and people who are targeted by homophobia and 
heterosexism for aspects of their experience at least somewhat 
under their control ( e.g., their relationships, participation in 
communities, how they navigate the world and take up space, 
present themselves in terms of appearance, etc. )

Same goes for the framing of transphobia, 
transmisogyny and ciscentrism as oppressions that specifically 
target ( internal ) “gender identity”, although even more 
people are thrown under heteronormativity's bus, because 
neoliberalism also blames people for their own poverty and the 
financial inaccessibility of clothing, accessories, medical 
resources, etc., involved in gender expression and body 
presentation.

Things play out a little differently with the LGB than with 
the T because some of the constructions around the T are of 
“illness” ( e.g., a psychiatric disorder [9] ). And since the morally 
sanctioned response to “illness” in line with “personal 
responsibility” is willingly seeking treatment to be “cured” and 
voluntary “compliance with treatment”... things like moral 
emphasis on wanting physical transition become a frequent 
precondition for granting validity to trans identities, for instance 
with transmedicalism [10] ). 

Similarly, intersex children ( and their parents ) are 
supposed to seek out “normalising surgeries” and hormones— 
even if some newer, more progressive recommendations 
suggest waiting until children are old enough to decide for 
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themselves about their bodily configuration, there is still an 
expectation for intersex people to chose one of two clear-cut 
sexes in order to “fix” a “medical condition”.

From a treatment perspective, the “illness” framing also 
means arguments about how it's a human rights violation or 
“cruel” or otherwise unethical to deny people “lifesaving 
medical intervention” to save people from their “transness” or 
their diagnosed “gender identity disorder” or Gender Dysphoria
[11]. Ironically, some people ( i.e., the medical establishment ) 
also use these same arguments in reverse to justify coercive, 
non-consensual surgeries which basically mutilate intersex 
babies— that intersex children's bodies are pathological and 
that it would be “cruel” to force them to grow up and live in the
world this way ( even though adults who experienced this kind 
of mutilation as children are clearly naming its cruelty and 
calling for it to stop ).

These arguments tends to break down a little with the 
recognition that some trans people want / need access to 
medical services for physical transition, while others don't, but 
they persist because access to healthcare is largely contingent 
interfacing with larger systems of private and public medical 
coverage ( which are themselves enmeshed within 
neoliberalism— even the public ones— and which relatedly 
generally disregard or under-rate the social determinants and 
nature of “illness” [12].

Within this context of medicalisation though, there are 
heated arguments around appropriate “treatment” of “gender
independent” children [13] which largely revolve around the 
question of how many ( and which ) of these children will grow 
up to be trans adults and what ( if anything ) can be done to 
change that [14]. 

This is another area where intersex children are treated 
very differently from  dyadic children: mostly intersex children 
are missing entirely from the conversation about “gender 
independent” children, even while people routinely push 
surgeries and hormones on to intersex kids... while using 
deliberately opaque diagnostic labels to avoid either actually 
naming the children as intersex or allowing them to understand 
what is happening and why. In other words, a central focus of 
these debates is the degree to which “apparent transness” in 
children is changeable / unchangeable.
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Sometimes this “regular-for-a-person’s-social-location” 
social hetero-conditioning just doesn’t “take”– or only “takes 
hold” in certain ways ( like internalised homophobia ). That’s 
when some spectators might try to force heterosexuality, with 
even more hetero-coercion, in what people call “reparative” or
“corrective” therapy.

The problem with “reparative” therapy isn’t that people 
can’t ever be coerced into being heterosexual. Undoubtedly a 
lot of people who grow up under the force of heteronormativity
are heterosexual because heterosexuality is compulsory: 
people *are* coerced into heterosexuality all the time.

But when that systemic coercion *doesn’t take* to begin
with, there’s no reason to believe that more intense & targeted 
one-on-one clinical ( abusive ) coercion will suddenly do the 
trick. It is generally ineffective, but more importantly, it’s actively
harmful & traumatic. Even if the heightened hetero-coercion 
did make people more hetero, the process would still be 
actively harmful & traumatic… and therefore unethical.

Even the American Psychological Association recognises
reparative therapy as unethical and has a policy statement 
affirming the importance of psychologists affirming people’s 
sexual orientations and not trying to change them [6]. And the 
140-page report from the APA's “Task Force on Appropriate 
Therapeutic Responses to Sexual Orientation” includes a careful
literature review about “sexual orientation change efforts” [7] 
finding generally no evidence that thy work, but instead finding
evidence that they are harmful .

 Challenging heterosexual coercion

On the other hand, when that coercion *does take* 
people can choose to challenge it within themselves. You can’t
just change your desires or attractions all willy-nilly, but you can 
incorporate critique into your experience in ways that do 
ultimately change things. Especially when those desires or 
attractions are harmful.

For example, some people never find racist or sexist jokes
funny. But people who do can challenge their own racism and

sexism… and when they do, they stop finding those jokes funny.
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As a category, “woman-adjacent” doesn't have a lot of 
overlap with the standard “masc of centre dfab non-binary 
person” ideal that so often represents “non-binary” people.

There are reasons why I’m going with “woman-
adjacent” here over other terms like “woman-aligned” and 
“woman-classed” but they mostly boil down to people using 
those terms in profoundly different ways, making them very 
slippery. 

I'm not comfortable using the term “woman-aligned” 
because I routinely observe people using it in conflicting ways. 
And I don't think I can use terms like “woman-classed” without 
presenting a ( lengthy perspective ) on the materialist feminist / 
socialist grounding of the term ( and how it's very much not 
about denying the significance of other axes of oppression, 
such as race )... because imbue that terms with widely different
politics.

 Compulsory heterosexuality and heterosexual coercion

In a heteronormative context, the idea of women and 
women-adjacent non-binary people “choosing” to be 
romantically, sexually and / or ( non-romantically ) intimately 
involved with, or loving, other women and women-adjacent 
non-binary people is neither equivalent nor parallel to the idea 
of women or women-adjacent non-binary people choosing to 
be any of those things exclusively with men.

Compulsory heterosexuality is a thing: people are 
trained and coerced from very young to be straight… so much 
social conditioning goes into trying to make people 
heterosexual. The pressure is systemic.

How that system and its coercive power and violence 
plays out on and for different individuals depends not only on 
gender but things like race, dis/ability and class, etc., and it also
depends massively on social context. But unpacking *what* 
compulsory heterosexuality looks like and for whom is not for this
text, let alone unpacking what it looks like in places that don’t 
organise society around romantic-presumed-sexual-love-as-
basis-for-marriage-or-long-term-monogamy-and-state-
resources. 
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Contextualising the mess of these arguments... some 
gender theorists go as far as arguing that intersex people are 
“cis non-binary” through the language play of combining “cis” 
( i.e., meaning “having a gender that straightforwardly 
matches the gender assigned at birth” ) with the assumption 
that intersex children are assigned some “non-binary gender” 
at birth. And some dyadic non-binary trans people 
problematically and appropriatively discuss wanting to 
“transition to intersex” or wishing to be intersex or to “have been
intersex all along” [15].

Intersex children are *not* assigned “non-binary gender”
at birth and the vast majority are assigned either an F or M 
gender. The violence that people inflict upon intersex children 
attempting to bring their bodies in line with either an assigned 
M or an F bears that out, or maybe the child is simply assigned 
an M or F like dyadic children because not all ways of being 
intersex are visible at birth. Even the few intersex children whose
parents might opt to “wait until the child is old enough to 
decide for themselves about their gender” are still assigned 
something other than “non-binary gender”: there is a big 
difference between a “not yet determined” gender and a 
“non-binary” gender. 

Intersex people express nuanced critiques of “cis” 
classifications while acknowledging differing experiences and 
views among intersex people [16], but these perspectives tend 
not to be part of the story being told about how LGBTQ+ 
people are “born this way” and therefore deserving of 
recognition, validation, protection, etc. That's not to say that 
people don't superficially name intersex people to prove the 
“naturalness” and therefore legitimacy of things like non-cis 
gender stuff, because people do that, often talk about intersex 
people as the most unassailably natural of various LGBTQ+ 
people [17]. 

Some people further argue that intersex people's bodies 
are inherently queer, even for cis straight intersex people— 
ignoring the existence of many intersex people or refusing to 
acknowledge their experiences in order to make a point about 
other things— and some people argue the other side too, that 
since gender and sex are socially constructed, nobody is 
“really”  intersex, or that everyone is actually a little bit intersex 
( and so naming people who are not intersex is bad ) [18].  
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And all of these are related to the common superficial 
inclusion of the I in LGBTT2SQQIA string of letters to seem 
inclusive or further agendas that oppose homophobic or 
transphobic hostility targeting involuntary things... but without 
actually doing anything substantive to acknowledge, 
welcome, support intersex people or promote awareness or 
knowledge among dyadic people in those communities about 
intersex issues.

At any rate, generally, the validation and recognition of 
LGBQ+ identities in particular is highly contingent on 
emphasising “involuntary” ( and therefore unchangeable and 
authentic ) aspects of LGBQ+ experiences: “identities” are 
based on “attractions” and “desires” ( either for other people 
or in terms of what people want to be themselves ), which are 
all “involuntary” and therefore “innocent” and deserving of 
protection.

 Some consequences of this neoliberalism in identity 
politics

It's not that no positive changes have ever come from 
this approach ( e.g., the repeal of many anti-LGBTQ+ laws ). The
problem though is that this approach is inherently limited 
because it is predicated on accepting particular oppressive 
terms of what constitutes a “successful person”: the benefits of 
social changes are limited to those who can & want to assim- 
-ilate effectively, and the influence of this approach reflects 
back to re-organise LGBTQ+ communities that are adopting it.

Note that this was a change shifting the focus *away* 
from criminalised acts of “sodomy” or “non-procreative sex” 
which were, and in some places still are, the target of anti-
LGBTQ+ legislation. This shift did have the positive impact of 
changing the conversation away from being “all about the 
sex” to being “all about orientation identity or attraction”. 

Nevertheless, within the broader context of mainstream 
LGBTQ+ efforts to gain rights and recognition via arguments 
framed by neoliberal ideas of personal responsibility ( and its 
consequence of assimilationism ), the focus has crystallised into 
“identity” as defined by ( innate and therefore authentic and 
morally innocent ) “attractions and desires”. 
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People can challenge and change those constructions. 
If we accept that we can work toward changing misogynist, 
racist, transmisogynist, fatphobic, disableist, classist, etc. 
standards of beauty ( and the idea that “beauty” is a 
necessary part of a person's value ), then we accept on a very 
basic level that we can change our desires / attractions. And if 
we accept that these kinds of standards actually matter 
beyond superficially, then we’re accepting that we can 
change some pretty profound things.

But of course that idea doesn’t just apply to standards of
beauty. People can theoretically together do the work of 
resisting and changing societal compulsory heterosexuality, or 
individually do the work of challenging the way they relate to 
compulsory heterosexuality. It means that people can 
challenge their heterosexual desires that hurt people 
( especially themselves ), change them, and develop new 
desires that are healthy ( especially for themselves ). This isn’t 
going to look the same for everyone, but it’s a thing.

A lot of women come to recognise and / or experience 
love for other women through a process of challenging 
pervasive compulsory heterosexuality and unpacking the 
harmful impact it has had on their lives. Some of that is 
unpacking the social expectations that women’s intimate 
relationships with men will be inherently unsatisfying and taxing 
[4] and that powerful intimacy between women is inherently 
“unhealthy” [5]. 

And some of that is making conscious decisions to 
structure lives around desires and relationships that are 
healthy... which might include women deciding to focus their 
attention on positive intimacy with other women and 
experience real, authentic intimacy and love in the process.

I'm focusing here on women— trans, cis or otherwise— 
and “woman-adjacent” non-binary people like me who 
regularly experience misogyny but a lot of this stuff applies in a 
broader context, and along different axes.

By “woman-adjacent” I’m not referring to experiences 
that can be carved up according to sex or gender 
designations at birth, but instead to the people have 
experiences fundamentally shaped by misogyny or / and 
transmisogyny ) as they move through the world.  
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a) There's the false equivalence between changeability 
and ( in )authenticity

b) There's the idea that things must be one or the other 
( but not some combination of both )

 Attractions and desires as shaped and created by 
society. 

Attractions and desires are and can be heavily shaped, 
influenced and created by society. 

That’s pretty widely recognised, whether people are 
talking compulsory heterosexuality [1], Foucaultian theory and 
“discourse” [2] or racist / Eurocentric standards of beauty [3]. 
( There are of course many other examples, but these are 
particularly convenient to talk about because there's been a 
lot of conversation around them. )

What isn’t widely recognised is what it actually means to 
accept that attractions and desire can be heavily shaped, 
influenced and created by society.

It means that society can and does shape desires and 
attractions that are in turn experienced very personally and 
authentically. It means that desires are both real / authentic 
and malleable. But recognising that seriously would mean 
rejecting the neoliberal foundation upon which the fight for 
LGBQ+ ( and to a lesser-extent T+ ) rights and respect has been 
built.

Probably the least controversial example of the ones I've
mentioned would be about standards of beauty. Recognising 
that desires are shaped by society means that people could 
theoretically together do the work of resisting and changing 
societal standards of beauty, and / or individually do the work 
of challenging the way they relate to these standards of 
beauty. 

It means that people can challenge the desires that hurt
people ( or themselves ), change them, and develop new 
desires that are healthy for people ( or themselves ). 

And one part of anti-patriarchy / anti-racist / anti-
classist / anti-disableist theory and praxis is actually about trying 
to do that. 
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There are a few problems with that set-up:

      It leaves the heterosexist and cissexist version of 
“success as a person” intact— the idea that it’s better to
be cishet and that everything else is somehow ( implicitly
or explicitly ) “deficient”... thereby leaving intact many 
of the roots of the violence being fought.

      It accepts that systemic violence can be “deserved” 
or “asked for” and that respect and “rights” have to be 
earned via “innocent victimhood” ( which requires a 
complete lack of choice )... thereby legitimising 
continued marginalisation of those who don't comply 
with appropriate standards of “innocent victimhood” 
( i.e., ability and willingness to assimilate ). And therefore 
it promotes homonormativity.

      When “involuntary” is tied to “real or authentic” and 
“voluntary” is tied to “not real or inauthentic” ( as it is in 
the case of neoliberal sexual orientation identity 
politics ), the whole system completely erases a lot of 
people’s experiences and defines people's experiences 
as “unreal” or “inauthentic” when they don't fit the 
pattern.

      It promotes homonormativity in other ways by setting 
up a hyper-focus on individual experiences of 
“involuntary attraction”, reframing all LGBQ+ experience
in terms ( only) of ( involuntary ) “attraction”. 
     This reduces homophobia and heterosexism to forces 
that target some involuntary internal experiences ( and 
also either ignores trans and/or intersex people or 
promotes transmedicalism and intersexism against 
intersex people who don't want to or can't conform to 
dyadic cis standards ). 
     And it conceals, minimizes, or justifies the way those 
oppressive systems target things that people have some 
control over themselves, such as how they do 
relationships, how they do and don't take up space in 
society, how they move through the world, etc.
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And within this broader context tying involuntariness to 
both validity-authenticity and moral innocence ... any pursuit of
acceptance requires people to structure their narratives 
*either*:

 around constructing their experiences of as involuntary 
*or*

 around full-scale rejection of the basis for neoliberal 
sexual orientation identity politics— including political 
movements working toward civil & human rights and 
social assimilationism.

The odds are clearly stacked against deviating from 
neoliberal agendas because rejecting the basis of neoliberal 
sexual orientation identity politics ( and the associated political 
gains for certain people ) is a very large order indeed.

So when people in ace ( and/or non-ace arospec ) 
communities have collectively sought to gain recognition for 
the validity-authenticity of their experiences, and protection 
from condemnation and hostility targeting them, the path of 
least resistance has been to frame experiences in line with 
LGBTQ+ efforts, namely in terms of attraction ( and / or desire ). 

This has particular consequences, particularly in the 
context of ace discourse ( Parts 3, 4  & 7). But it took a while for 
ace community to get itself into a position where this even 
made sense ( Part 4 ).

____________________

3) Exploring how neoliberalism plays out on the recognition that
romantic and sexual attraction are not the same thing

Many aces experience romantic attraction and other 
romantic feelings without any sexual stuff. Some aces don't 
experience any romantic stuff. One big part of acknowledging 
the existence of ace folks is that romantic and sexual attraction
aren't always stuck together or intertwined as part of some 
unified thing. 

Since the fairly early days of ace community— long 
before we even had the word “ace” to refer to the entire 
asexual spectrum— we've talked a lot about the “split 
orientation” model.
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other, such as cupio or lith / akoi identities ). But the existence of
those “exceptional” identities underscores how they are 
“exceptional to the norm”: they are relevant / necessary in the 
first place because those experiences are so very much *not* 
“typical”, and within that context, their existence orients toward
the “norm” as “typical”.

That’s not a moral judgement on the legitimacy of these 
identities: it’s a comment about the context that produced 
them and how their existence in turn stabilises that same 
context. ( Being able to account for small exceptions as 
“exceptional” keeps the broader system strong and 
“unchallenged”. )

That norm takes up a lot of time and space within the 
ace ( and / or arospec ) discourse, and seems to be much 
more pronounced than in the mainstream sexual orientation 
identity politic discourse, even more-so than in non-ace LGBQ+ 
sexual orientation identity politics.

The attraction ==> relationships connection happened 
by working backwards from the long-standing focus on same-
gender romantic-sexual relationships ( which were the focus of 
violent “regulation” ), which more recently got presumed to be 
associated with attractions that much more recently got 
constructed into “orientations” and “identities”.

But “ace relationships” don’t have that same history– 
they’re starting from the attraction / identity stage. And more 
importantly, “ace relationships” and “asexual relationships” 
aren’t meaningful categories… aces do relationships in all sorts 
of ways, and lots of non-aces do a multiplicity of relationships 
that have nothing to do with sexual anything.

____________________

5) The false binary of “involuntary / unchangeable / authentic” 
vs. “chosen / changeable / inauthentic”

On a conceptual level ( beyond promoting a neoliberal 
agenda of assimilationism ), there's a major problem with 
constructing experiences as either “involuntary / unchangeable
/ authentic” or “chosen / changeable / inauthentic” ( as 
applied to “attractions-and-desires as the basis for identities” )
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If we’re having so many conversations about 
“attraction” or for that matter “aromanticism” and romantic 
orientation or even “platonic attraction”, then we’re not having
conversations about why else people might do relationships 
and how they’re doing them (i.e., not talking about reasons 
other than “involuntary attractions” which very well might be 
active and voluntary and therefore morally suspect under 
neoliberal homonormative ideology ).

 Consequences of the “Involuntary-attraction-as-basis-
for-relationships”

In a framework ( of neoliberal sexual orientation identity 
politics ) where every possible type of attraction becomes an 
( inborn ) orientation with an associated identity ( as a natural  
independent characteristic people that everyone has in some 
flavour ), the focus shifts away from how people do 
relationships ( and what their relationships are like ) to who 
people are. That has consequences.

First, there’s the part about shifting the focus away from 
how and why people do relationships and the hyper-focus on 
attraction ( and experiences of attraction ) to the exclusion of 
other things. There’s an underlying ( sometimes explicit ) 
assumption that attraction ( typically ) governs how and why 
people form significant relationships in their lives. There’s a 
powerful “attraction-as-basis-for-relationships” ideal / norm. For 
example, romantic attraction is supposed to be the ( sole ) 
basis driving romantic relationships, but the concept applies 
more broadly too.

Within that discursive context then, people for the most 
part are *not* talking a lot about *other* things that promote, or
are the basis for, relationships, or for that matter about 
attraction experiences that are irrelevant to the relationships 
they do form. Or more accurately, discussion of those things is 
limited specifically to “rare” / “unusual” identities that in turn 
actually illustrate how extensively the attraction-as-basis-for-
relationships norm really is a norm.

There are identities that challenge this attraction-as-
basis-for-relationships ideal ( i.e., identities based around 
attraction and relationship-forming being out of sync with each
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( This split orientation model says that it's  possible for 
people to have a romantic orientation that's different from a 
sexual-only orientation as part of what most people are 
meaning when it comes to “sexual orientation” generally. ).

As ace discourse has gotten more exposure and 
become more mainstream, neoliberalism has acted strongly to 
reshape it to bring it in more in line with other discourse of 
neoliberal sexual orientation identity politics. 

Part of that has involved the emergences of a not-
specifically-ace aromantic spectrum community, using the ace
community's conceptual tools in order to create itself, while 
simultaneously trying to position itself as clearly separate from 
( and typically independent of ) the very ace communities 
without which it could not have existed in the first place. This 
has had some very unfortunate consequences and has caused
some specific problems ( for people ace and otherwise ).

 the problem of  “orientation independence”

There’s this newfangled emphasis of separating 
“aromanticism” from “asexuality” at all costs, even though 
some of us aroaces experience these things together and as 
one experience. 

But it's not okay for people to take the aromanticism out 
of asexuality for those of us who experience them together: 
aromanticism is not about asexuality, but asexuality *is* 
somewhat about aromanticism, and always has been.

The language of romantic orientation and aromanticism 
came out of the asexual community. People in the asexual 
community ( aromantic, romantic and otherwise) created that 
language because they / we needed it. 

( There’s a lot of romantic orientation diversity and that’s 
really important to how a lot of people work out their asexuality 
and what it means– romantic stuff and lack therefore is a major 
focus in asexual spaces. ) 

The intersection of asexuality and aromanticism was *in* 
the asexual community– it *was* ( and to a certain extent sill is ) 
an asexual community thing, and that means that for a lot of 
people, asexuality *was* ( and still is ) also about aromanticism.
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The aromanticism of aromantic aces has always been 
an ace thing for those who experienced it that way. That 
doesn’t go away or change or become invalid because a 
separate not-specifically-ace aromantic community emerged.

It’s not that non-asexual aromantic people didn’t exist 
back then, but the language didn’t exist for them to find each 
other– ( aromantic and other) ace folks had to create it and 
provide it. And by doing that, the asexual community 
( especially parts with heavy involvement from aromantic 
aces ) made it possible for the aromantic spectrum community 
to exist, and to exist separately of the ace community. The 
arospec community would not exist without the ace community
and that asexual / aromantic intersection grounded firmly 
within it.

From my perspective as an aroace, my aromanticism is 
part and parcel of my aceness. It’s not just that I have ( or lack )
both. It’s not just that my romantic orientation and my sexual 
orientation line up. And strictly speaking they actually don’t / 
haven’t always. 

But even in the odd time when I did experience 
romantic attraction, those experiences and my experience 
from the rest of the time when I didn’t were all still part and 
parcel specifically of my aceness. My aromanticism and 
( former ) dark greyromanticism are part of my aceness. And I 
don’t want anyone to try to separate them!

My experience of my a/romanticism being part and 
parcel of my aceness might or might not make sense to anyone
else– that’s not the point: the point is my experience of that is 
real, and from what I can tell, I’m not the only one.

The problem with this increasing push to completely 
separate asexuality and aromanticism– to treat them as 
independent phenomena– is that asexuality and aromanticim 
are not independent phenomena: sexual attraction and 
romantic attraction are not independent. They are not the 
same thing, but they are also not completely separate or 
unrelated. It’s more complicated than that.

I’ve seen a lot of controversy lately over the “split 
orientation” model– the idea that romantic attraction and 
sexual attraction are not equivalent and therefore people can 
have separate romantic and sexual orientations. 
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And while the idea of gender directionality in platonic 
attraction presumably does seem so ridiculous to many people 
that “aplatonic” doesn’t seem to “work” unless it disregards 
things like “homoplatonic” ( which have existed long before 
“aplatonic” )…disregarding things like “homoplatonic” just isn’t 
working very effectively in this discursive context of 
independent “natural” orientations.

In other words, the “we’re going to talk about 
‘aplatonic’ but not about ‘platonic orientation’” discourse is 
butting heads with the hyper-emphasis on separating 
aromanticism from asexuality and constructing romantic and 
sexual attraction orientations as independent… which 
powerfully pushed this “X types of attractions therefore X 
orientations” framework that’s now taking “aplatonic” and 
constructing it as one flavour of platonic orientation ( even if 
people claiming “aplatonic” for themselves don’t want that ). 
( Within a neoliberal political context, there's no escaping 
neoliberalism. ) 

And so, inspired by “aplatonic” and the pairing of 
platonic attraction wit QP relationships ( and with otherwise 
unspecified “platonic” relationships ) has led people to take up 
“platonic orientation” as yet another category of identity.

The problem here isn’t that people are using the word 
“aplatonic”. People wouldn’t be using it if they didn’t need it. 
The problem is why people needed it in the first place… and 
what the consequences might be long-term.

The mis-discourse of QP relationships and increasingly 
the pairing of QP relationships with platonic attraction in an 
attraction-as-basis-for-relationships framework is profoundly 
alienating for me– as an aroace person who’s been doing QP 
relationship for many years longer than we’ve had words for 
them and who’s never done these relationships on the basis of 
platonic attraction. And the reaction to this mess in the form of 
“aplatonic” is just as alienating because it just seems to 
reinforce the system that made the mess in the first place.

And ultimately all of this comes back to the hyper-
emphasis on separating asexuality and aromanticism and 
constructing them as representing independent orientation 
boxes ( and the extension of this process via “there are X types 
of attraction therefore X orientations / identities ).
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In response, some people created “aplatonic” which 
means simultaneously “not experiencing platonic attraction” 
and / or “not interested in forming / doesn’t form QP 
relationships or partnerships”…where these two things are more 
or less made equivalent because of the discursive landscape. 
[ That's the discursive landscape of neoliberal sexual orientation
identity politics where types of attraction get paired off with 
“orientations” and “identities”… where attraction ( of X kind ) is 
presumed to be the basis for relationships. ( of X kind). ] 

People coining and promoting the term “aplatonic” 
were also often explicitly denying that it could or should be 
used along with directional terms ( i.e., that terms like 
“homoplatonic” or “heteroplatonic” or “biplationic” should not 
be used and would be non-sensical and “not okay” [8]. This 
distancing of “aplatonic” from the possibility of “platonic 
orientations” is presumably because aplatonic has been target 
of mockery ( from non-ace, non-arospec folks ) and a not 
insignificant part of the mockery has focused on the perceived 
ridiculousness of “platonic orientation” and the idea that 
platonic attraction could possibly be gendered. 

( There are unfortunately often waves of hostility 
targeting ace and / or arospec people and community 
concepts... often mocking the terminology we create to 
express our experiences. This plays out in complicated ways, 
especially in LGBTQ+ circles, but that topic is for another time. ) 

Unfortunately, people pushing “aplatonic” in this 
definition was immediately out of touch with ( and direct 
contradiction to ) already-existing ( aro )ace discourse where 
people had already been talking about “homoplatonic” 
gender preferences / orientations for attractions and 
relationships that are neither romantic nor sexual. 
“Homoplatonic” was actually part of the conversation where 
“queerplatonic” originated in December, 2010 [9].

And more to the point, the reason the introduction of 
“aplatonic” brought with it the implicit introduction of “platonic 
orientation” is because it happened within this neoliberal 
discursive frameworks of sexual orientation identity politics 
where attractions have already been constructed as 
orientations / identities which are themselves constructed as 
necessary characteristics that people all have.( i.e., everyone 
has the box and has to have something in it ).
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I feel that a lot of the controversy ( e.g., people arguing 
that distinguishing between these two types of attraction is 
hypersexualising non-ace LGB folks ) is about different 
interpretations of what the split orientation model actually 
means, as well as issues of privileging one over the other. But I’ll 
come back to that later.

Romantic attraction and sexual attraction can be 
distinct things. ( It’s not possible to pay attention to the varied 
experiences of aces while still denying that. ) That doesn’t 
mean that romantic and sexual attraction always are or have 
to be distinct things– it just means that they *can* be. ( I see this 
as a logic of possibility, not a logic of necessity. )

Romantic and sexual attraction aren’t independent 
forces of attraction. There will be some domains of experiences 
for which they overlap ( and may or may not be merged as 
one ), and other domains of experience for which they do not 
coincide at all. And that’s okay.

In the conversation about attractions, there needs to be 
a certain amorphous wonkiness built into the model. Or it just 
isn’t going to work for a lot of people. And that’s hard because 
you can’t draw that out.

It’s hard to explain that neatly. People often think about 
attractions basically vectors ( in 3-space, think forces having a 
direction and an intensity… like a stationary arrow that carries 
you from its tail to its pointy head )– that feeling of being pulled 
in a particular direction. There’s kind of the implication that if 
you’re going to get pulled somewhere, you’ll be pulled in a 
straight line– in the closest path from where you are to where 
you’re being pulled to.

But if you think about types of attraction as vectors, 
there’s no way to graph them ( in 3-space or n-space ) and 
simultaneously have part of that vector represents the wonky 
sometimes-separate-sometimes-merged reality. Attractions 
( and attraction-based orientations ) aren’t vectors.

There’s a not-insignificant proportion of aces for whom 
the concept of romantic orientation doesn’t work[1], doesn’t 
apply [2], or is irrelevant to their lives and detracts from what is 
relevant [3]. The framework  divides people up in ways that 
don’t make sense [4] & has led to a situation where the 
discourse just isn’t working / useful [5]. 
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Many but not all of these people are on the aromantic 
spectrum.

Ace folks have been talking about romantic attraction 
since late 2001. I don’t know when people first started talking 
about romantic orientation in terms of identity, but that was 
already the framework in place when I found AVEN in 2005.

It’s been a decade, and people are still only just starting 
to talk about how that’s not working,even though it’s not 
working for *a lot* of people. ( For example, the massive 2014 
AVEN census [6] had almost 15% of ace spectrum respondents 
indicate that either “don't identify with a romantic orientation” 
or picked the “other” option– and another 5% identified as 
WTFromantic. )

When something is framed in terms of “identity”, it’s 
really hard to challenge the framework and / or to conceive of 
alternatives… even when it doesn’t fit with people’s personal 
experiences.

This “identity” stuff has a lot of power to shut down 
discussions or to preclude them entirely. That’s a problem.

I’d like to see a theoretical landscape that would allow 
that to coexist with the reality of romantic orientations for 
people who find them useful. We kind of already have one, but 
as the trend continues of constructing all forms of attraction as 
independent and necessary characteristics of people that 
come in various flavours ( like blood types )… that potential 
framework seems to be getting eroded ( not that it ever solidly 
existed ).

 Conceptualising “parallel” types of attraction 
corresponding to “parallel” identities 

There’s been a shift over the past few years in ace 
discourse regarding how different types of attraction are 
constructed. We used to talk about how there are different 
ways of experiencing attraction– different types of attraction 
experiences. I always felt that it was about some diverse, 
multifaceted territory where people’s experiences might have 
various dimensions ( and look, we have words for those 
dimensions where relevant to figure out what’s going on! ).
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ones that break the system when they demand recognition 
because they really don’t fit in it. It pushes that diverse, multi-
faceted domain of QP relationships back down into to the 
ineffable– making them again literally unable to be expressed 
in words because the words have changed to exclude them. 

That's been happening even though we needed the 
language of QP relationships to help us talk about / make sense
of / build relationships outside of the romance-friendship 
binary– and there’s a whole lot of territory out there… not just 
the space “in between”.

The ( mis )discourse around QP relationships also 
construct them of *necessarily* “partner-status” even though 
QP relationships ( like relationships in any other category ) can 
be anywhere from casual to very important. 

Within this ( mis )discourse, QP relationships are also 
sometimes being ( very unfortunately ) constructed and as 
relationships that follow the structure of standard 
( monogamous ) romantic relationships, where experiencing 
platonic attraction, desiring QP relationships and feeling 
platonic love all go together. ( These things coincide via 
platonic attraction-as-basis-for-QP-relationships-which-are-
necessarily-significant-and-involve-love ). And that will 
absolutely be involved in aromantic assimilationism.

Basically, on one hand, in information mostly tailored to 
educate non-arospec people about aromanticism, there has 
been a large emphasis on how arospec people can and do still
love in ( monogamously ) partnered ways ( and therefore can 
managed to fit into heteronormative institutions ). 

On the other hand within ( not-specifically-ace ) arospec
community spaces, people were increasingly emphasising QP 
partnerships and any kind of non-romantic partner relationships 
( i.e., sometimes for the purpose of demonstrating the potential 
for assimilation, and sometimes for the purpose of talking about 
how arospec people might do or want relationships in ways 
that don't fit heteronormative institutions with monogamous-
nuclear-family-social structures

This heavy emphasis on QP relationships— particularly on
the ( mis )representation of them ( which had by then been 
inextricably tied to platonic attraction, and platonic love ) led 
to some people feeling alienated. 
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We use the language of QP( i.e., “queerplatonic” or 
sometimes “quirkyplatonic” ) relationships as an umbrella 
category for non-romantic, non-normative relationships that 
aren’t properly expressed by “friendship” ( even if it might also 
be some form of friendship ). 

Note that while the relationship category is useful 
conceptually, the terminology has some problems. In particular,
some people are uncomfortable with both the Q and the P 
parts and don’t want “QP” applied to their non-romantic, non-
normative relationships… so QP doesn’t necessarily work as an 
umbrella term for the category. But there aren't any alternatives
that I would recommend.

Fairly recently, QP relationships have unfortunately been 
paired with “platonic attraction” ( which is supposed to be the 
driving force motivating “platonic” or “queerplatonic” 
relationships. And the process is tied up with a ( mis ) discourse 
of QP relationships basically as “romance light”, which is a 
problem. The framework of QP relationships and the ability to 
talk about ( non-normative ) relationships outside the romance-
friendship binary has the potential to change how people do 
and view relationships and relationships structures. The whole 
discussion has the potential to challenge the roots of the 
various amatonormative social relationship structures... but not 
if they're redefined as “romance light”.

When amatonormativity meets heteronormativity and 
homonormativity, aroaces, non-ace arospec folks and others 
who might not be interested in doing romantic relationships are 
expected to choose to do some kind of significant relationship 
that looks enough like marriage to be passable. 

In other words, arospec people are supposed to  
*choose* to do long-term-monogamous-nuclear-family-
relationships-that-look-just-like-“heterosexual”-marriage-except-
that-they-don’t-necessarily-have-one-man-and-one-woman-
AND-that-aren't-neccessarily-romantic-or-sexual. Basically this 
kind of plays out as transforming QP relationships into “romance
light” and re-crafting it discursively to fulfil the expectation.

In doing so, this “romance lite” ( mis )discourse of QP 
relationships takes power away from the QP language to talk 
about a wide range of diverse relationships, and takes the QP 
language away from the vast majority of QP relationships– the 
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Now, very much, it seems like there’s a system where all 
people have these pre-existing conceptual “slots” for, say, 5 
types of attraction, and that slots needs to be filled with either a
directional term or an “a” for lack thereof. I observe people 
declaring that there’s sexual, romantic, aesthetic, sensual and 
platonic attraction. ( There might be a different list, with 
intellectual attraction, emotional attraction, or other types of 
attraction. The precise list isn’t important. )

The take-home message here is that there’s now a 
discourse of N types of independent attraction: the idea that all
people have N slots– N “orientations” boxes– that can be filled 
with various possibilities of X orientation options… and all 
people have to have all those N orientation boxes and have to 
have something in each one. )

That’s a problem. And when it comes to a lot of 
people’s experiences not just of feeling attraction but also of 
how they actually do relationships and structures their lives… 
that model of independent attractions-orientations often misses
the point.

Consider the example of my pink ball and my rocking 
chair:

I have a large pink exercise ball. ( I claimed it after my 
brother’s ex-wife left it and didn’t want it back. ) It’s kind of a 
rubbery texture. It’s bouncy. And it’s pink ( which is a perfectly 
adequate colour that I happen not to like very much, which 
means that it stands out visually because it doesn’t match 
anything else in the space. ) And it’s useful for stretching out my
back.

I could describe this ball in terms of its colour, its texture, 
its relationship to various muscles. And if I were trying to 
describe it ( like I just did ), those would be the things I would 
probably feel would be its relevant characteristics.

I also have a rocking chair. It belonged to my ( now 
deceased ) grandmother. It’s nothing fancy, but she went 
through a period late in her life ( but while she was still able to 
do such things ) of buying inexpensive wooden rocking chairs 
at garage sales and refinishing them. ( And then knitting clothes
for teddy bears that she would place on them for decoration. ) 
I like my rocking chair because it reminds me of her, and 
because I like rocking in it.
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I could describe the rocking chair in terms of its colour or 
its texture. It certainly does have those both of characteristics. 
But they aren’t are relevant to my relationship with it. If I were to
describe my rocking chair via those characteristics, my 
description would miss the point. I could do it, but why would I 
want to? In a framework where objects are described 
according to how they fulfil a certain a pre-determined set of 
characteristics… the salient aspects of my rocking-chair 
relationship would be lost.

I have different relationships with my ball and my rocking
chair and it makes the most sense to describe them in terms of 
different characteristics. Not all characteristics have to apply to 
everything, and even if they do, there’s no need to artificially 
create a system of 6 or 9 or N characteristics that can have 
various permutations each. That wouldn’t make it any easier to 
describe my relationships with these things or why they are 
important to me. And any framework that re-casts my objects 
into those composite characteristics would be messing things 
up for me.

Bringing things back to attractions– it’s not that “there 
are 5 types of attraction” ( or 7 or whatever ). It’s that there’s a 
complex diversity of amorphous experiences of attraction, and 
there’s a collection of 5 ( or 7 or whatever ) ways of framing 
things that might help explain or articulate some parts of these 
experiences.

But it’s not always going to make sense to talk about all 
of them or to operate from a framework where they all 
necessarily exist in various permutations– people don’t have 5 
( or 7 ) boxes for attraction that are always filled with 
*something*. [ It might be possible to break things down that 
way, but it will probably be counter-productive. ]

 The “split-orientation model” + neoliberalism = 
“independent orientation model”

When people talk about objecting to the split 
attraction / orientation model specifically in terms of romantic 
orientation, a lot of ( LGBTQ+ ) non-ace folks seem to be 
assuming that recognising that romantic attraction and sexual 
attraction can be distinct or different means believing that they
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All of this was magnified by advice blogs and “definition 
lists” which enshrined and reified categories for newly invented 
words, further promoting the expectation that people *should* 
be able to find hyper-specific words to perfectly describe their 
individual experiences... making these hyper-specific identities 
socially relevant. The flip-side of all that.. is the fracturing of ace 
identities and spaces into hyper-specific identities and spaces, 
breaking potential for solidarity while at the same time acting 
as a refuge against internal community hostility.

And then in the feedback loop of anti-ace hostility, 
people mocked hyper-specific identities as “ridiculous” and 
“unnecessary” ( because that’s what was possible and what 
would work within larger cultural constructions of “involuntary 
therefore valid” ). And in reactionary defence, people clung 
ever more to these identities because they were increasingly 
social relevant and therefore people kept creating ever-more-
fractured and ever-more-hyper-specific identity labels.

People create and use hyper-specific identity labels 
because they are socially relevant. But there’s a larger question
of *why* they are socially relevant and what else is missing. This 
extreme focus on identity labels means less emphasis on how 
people do relationships ( in the broad sense— not just as it 
relates to “attraction” and “desire” ) and structure their lives 
generally. 

When people are talking about “attraction”, “desire” 
and “identity” ( especially within a context of heavy-handed 
and universalist separation of “asexuality” and “aromanticism” )
they’re probably spending less time talking about material 
realities as they move through the world, such as actually doing
relationships and interacting with people... to the point where 
“attractions / desires” are pervasively presumed to be the basis 
and motivating / organising principle of relationships.

 Case study: QP relationships and / not platonic 
attraction: “Attraction-as-basis-for-relationships” norm 

In ace and also in not-specifically-ace arospec 
communities, people talk about non-romantic, non-normative 
relationships that are often very important in people's lives and 
often have “partner status” or be a primary relationship. 
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The ideas of creating identity collectively and using 
identity labels as tools have held considerable influence over 
ace discourse, especially in the early years. ( And while things 
are a little more complicated now with the recognition of 
extremely vast ace diversity, the idea of using identity labels as 
tools still applies [7] ). As asexuality started being framed 
increasingly in terms of sexual orientation as is standard today 
( in line with neoliberal LGBTQ+ sexual orientation identity 
politics where orientation / identity is based on attraction / 
desire— Part 1 ), the “universality” of “sexual orientation” 
categories prompted a significant split between “asexuality” 
and “aromanticism”. 

( Encouraged by the emergence of non-ace arospec 
community, which was made possible in the first place by the 
emergence of the ace community and its discursive tools ), this 
split is now heavily enforced by aces of various romantic 
orientations as well as non-ace arospec folks. This has, as a 
neoliberal consequence, changed the “split attraction / 
orientation” model into the “independent and universal 
orientation” model where people often treat it as a natural, 
obligatory fact... much to the chagrin of people ( like me ) for 
whom it doesn't make sense  to separate asexuality and 
aromanticism.

Now that “sexual orientation” and “romantic 
orientation” ( and the split orientation model ) structure ace 
discourse in this way, the “collective identity model” stuff 
functions more now as something to help people navigate the 
often-restrictive sexual orientation and split ( independent and 
universal ) orientation framework of asexuality... 

Combine this “use / create identity-labels as tools where 
they are useful” approach, combined with now entrenched 
“orientations” model of asexuality ( and aromanticism )... and 
we’ve now seen a proliferation of hyper-specific identities 
focused on how people do ( and don’t ) experience attraction 
and desire, with people trying to make things work. 

These things have been further promoted by internal 
community friction and identity policing, as well as ace 
community educational materials that don’t adequately reflect
the diversity of ace communities while being insufficiently open-
ended to allow people to find or create their own space within 
the provided words.
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have to be distinct or different. And when that gets combined 
with intense amatonormativity and sexual-centrism, parades of 
horrors ensue ( that I won’t get into– but it’s a thing people 
have written angrily about ). But my point is that it’s a parade of
horrors based on missing the point ( and a gap in logic ).

To be fair, certainly some aces ( and non-ace arospec 
people ) do seem to be promoting the neoliberal-identity-
politic-informed notion that sexual and romantic orientation are
independent, unrelated characteristics of people that all 
people have inalienable “boxes” for. ( That’s especially 
common with the powerful emphasis on separating asexuality 
and aromanticism at all costs. )

But that “independent orientations” thing doesn’t 
actually follow from the premise that romantic and sexual 
attraction are different things ( i.e., the premise that even 
though they might or might not be separate, they are not 
equivalent and are in fact substantively different phenomena ).

Instead that “independent orientations” thing is actually 
the absorption of the split orientations model into the neoliberal
framework ( of sexual orientation identity politics )– an 
absorption into “mainstream” discourse of the distinction that 
many aces have long made between “the sexual” and “the 
romantic”… ( and distinctions that many non-aces have long 
also made too… though often in different contexts– for instance
to articular “friends-with-(sexual)-benefits” situations ).

The thing is, aces aren’t responsible for neoliberalism. 
What we’re responsible for here is for paying attention to how 
our discourse is playing out and trying to mitigate the harms 
that might happen when our discourse inevitably collides with 
larger oppressive social systems and their powers of discursive 
“organisation”.

Because all discourse inevitably collides with larger 
oppressive social systems and those systems inevitably wield 
massive discursive power to absorb and “organise” the 
discourse from the “fringes” to adapt it into the theoretical 
framework of the “mainstream” ( whatever “mainstream” 
happens to be relevant ).

The problem here isn’t the split orientation model. The 
problem is the power of homonormativity. 
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And the only power we have as aces to resist this 
influence of homonormativity on our discourse… is to get back 
to the basics of recognising the complexity of people’s lived 
experiences: we need to face the wonkiness ( without the 
misleading vectors ).

____________________

4) Ace ( and non-ace arospec ) communities adopting 
mainstream neoliberal sexual orientation identity politics 
approaches ( leading to hyper-specific identity labels within the
split attraction model )

Ace community discourse set itself up in line with 
mainstream neoliberal sexual orientation identity politics. Before
I get into some of the unfortunate consequences— like how 
attraction ( of some variety ) is now assumed to be the ( only ) 
thing driving ( some variety ) of relationship— it's important to 
go back to some ace community history with AVEN's focus on 
sexual attraction and the framing of asexuality as a “sexual 
orientation”.

AVEN’s well-known attraction-focused definition of 
asexuality had a lot to do with things ( and is arguably where 
this all started even if it's not really “the beginning” of asexual 
community ). It’s important to note that AVEN adopted this 
definition specifically from within a context of mainstream 
neoliberal sexual orientation identity politics to begin with, 
where many people involved in early asexual community 
development were active in broader LGBTQ+ communities.

Andrew Hinderliter discussed some of this early history, as
well as some context explaining why “attraction” was more 
inclusive a focus than “desire” would have been at the time [1].

In particular, when AVEN was founded in 2001, there 
were issues around “attraction” vs. “desire” in the context of 
what would be more inclusive given the exclusionary 
perspective of the now-defunct, desire-focused Nonlibidoist 
Society, then called “The Official Asexual Society”. But fifteen 
years later, in a different context where this focus on 
“attraction” to the exclusion of desire has been used as a tool 
of exclusion, so in response we’re now seeing constructions of 
ace identities around both attraction *and* desire. 
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Regardless though, both attraction and desire are 
considered “involuntary therefore valid” within mainstream 
neoliberal sexual orientation identity politics.

Even still, framing asexuality in terms of “sexual 
orientation” based on “innate experiences of attraction / 
desire” actually isn't where asexual community started, and 
things ultimately didn't play out that way until more recently. 
While “behavioural” definitions of asexuality wouldn’t make any
sense in the strict sense and seem nonsensical now, certainly 
people in early asexual communities were in some sense trying 
to talk constructively about what “asexual behaviours” were, 
and a lot of that was about not having / wanting to have sex 
and of focusing on friendships and non-sexual and non-
romantic relationships. 

For example, Nat Titman ( who wrote AVEN's initial FAQ's 
and someone who worked with David Jay to set up AVEN at 
asexuality.org ) gave a video-recorded talk from the 2012 
World Pride Asexuality / AVEN Conference about early asexual 
community history— where it started [2], building itself largely 
around people who didn't have sex / didn't want to have sex 
[3], before asexuality was framed in terms of “sexual 
orientation” when people were trying to collect / identify 
commonly shared “asexual behaviours” [4]. 

Clearly some of these “asexual behaviours” included for 
some people dating ( or wanting to date ) without the sexual 
stuff ( while others did not ), and so there was an obvious split 
between the sexual and the romantic spheres of experience, 
with the understanding that some but not all asexuals' 
experiences ventured into the “romantic domain”.

David Jay's “Collective Identity Model” [5] early on 
( from at least 2003 [6] ) emphasised the importance of both 
shared experiences within a social context focused on ( not 
relating the way people are “supposed to” toward ) sexual 
contact and relationships... and of using identities as descriptive
tools to help people navigate their experiences ( within that 
sexual-centric social context ). This seems to be a good 
description of what people were actually doing in early ace 
community— namely creating an asexual identity, collectively, 
based on sharing meaningful experiences around not “fitting 
in” in the broader “sexual” context.


